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showing same to be free and clear of
all liens and incumnrances of any nat
ure together with a v.arrnnty deed
from the owners thereof conveying the
title of said land to the American Lumber company of New Jersey, said deed
To be Located on Lands Near or deeds to be delivered to said com- Meeting of the National Live
pany or Its officers, as soon as Bait
saw mill s. .. I be erected and in operaGily Limits.
Stock Association,
tion.
We have written this proposition In
duplicate, and your acceptance of it
together
with the members of your THE COAL STRIKE
TRACT
citizens' committee will constitute an
agreement between us. Very respectfully.
Senate Committee is Investigating
Contract Signed by Parties Interested
THE AMERICAN LUMBER CO.
(Signed)
0. A. WART), President.
Leper Colony on Hawaiian Islands,
Lata Saturday Night.
E. F. ALLEN.
W. H. SAWYER.
IRA B. BENNETT.
MAY
DUTY
ON
COAL
BE REMOVED
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AU1UQLEKQUK, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 12, 1903

VOLUME in

CHILDERS-DOBSON-CRAR-

it

IN

FOUR

MONTHS

The lumber mills are to become one
of the Industries of Albuquerque. For
several days the public spirited citizens have been kept In suspense. The
committee of citizens, composed of
Mayor C. F. Myers. Messrs. George L.
Brooks and W. S. Strlckler. bad no Information in regard to the mills that
they could give to the public. But this
committee was working faithfully and
Intelligently for the interest of the
city, and their efforts were crowned
with success..
All necessary inspection of sites and
Investigations came to a close late Saturday night, and when the members
of the executive committee of the lumber company, accompanied by Attorneys W. B. Childers and E. W. Dooson.
arrived from Santa Fe, a conference
was held at the Alvarado with the
.committee of citizens.
Everything pertaining to the location of tha lumber mills, favorable and
unfavorable, was discussed thoroughly.
The conference of the evening terminated in the following contract drawn
up by President Ward of the lumler
company:
The Contract.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 10.
Hon. C. F. Myers, Mayor of Albuquerque, Albuquerque, N. M.: Dear
Sir Confirming the conversation had
with yourself and the other members
of your citizens committee today, tfie
American Lumber company of New
Jersey hereby submit the following
proposition to the citizens .of
--

Albuquerque:

Upon conveyance to the American
Lumber company of a perfect title to
them. In fee simple, to the tract of
land commonly known as the Childers,
Crary & Dobson tract, containing
about one hundred and ten (110) acres
of land lying to the northwest side ot
your city, and the right of way fifty
feet In width, free of cost, for a railroad track commencing at some point
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad to the said land, by the shortest and most feasible route, not to exceed six thousand feet in length, the
American Lumber company wui commence work in Albuquerque within
four months from the date of this
agreement and continue the work witn
all possible dispatch until completion,
strikes and unavoidable delays excepted, for the erection and completion of
a double band first class saw mill with
a capacity of from one hundred to two
hundred thousand feet Oi lumber per
eleven-hou- r
run. It is their intention
further to add other mills for the working up of the material from said saw
mill.
The said American Lumber company
will put In a system of fire protection
of considerable magnitude through its
yards, and when the city water mains
shall be extended to the lands above
described, connection will be made
with such, with the object of Joint use
of the water and fire protection from
the city of Albuquerque and the plant
of said American Lumber company.
having in view the interests of the
merchants and people of said city of
Albuquerque, the American Lumber
company will not establish or encourage ih,
lablishment of any mercantile business in connection with Its
plant as above described, save and except any and all products by It manufactured or produced. It U the deelre
of the said company to be of benefit to
the people of your city, employing, so
far as it Is able, your citizens, and encouraging their patronage with the
merchants doing business in your city.
it is a part of this proposition, and
agreeable to the understanding
we
have had with your committee that the
municipal taxes upon all property of
the American number company lie remitted or exempteu for a term of six
years from the time that the saw mill
and other improvements
mentioned
shall be put in operation, should within
the said iwriod of six years, the lane
to be conveyed to tiie said company be
annexed to or taken Into the said city
of Albuquerque.
It is fully believed that the location
above mentioned will be satisfactory
to the officials of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad company in
pursuance of the arrangement we have
with them for the delivery of logs from
our tinilier lands In Valencia and
counties to Albuquerque, and
this proposition hereby is subject expressly to the conditions, that said
railway company will deliver logs to
such location upon the terms of the
contract we have with said railway
company.
Should you accept this proposition,
it Is understood that you will within
tlllt-IflfiVB from thia ttttta iluiia
In
either of the banks of this city, which
yo.i may select, a certified abstract of
title to the land herein mentioned.
y

D. W. C. MERKIAM.

Executive Committee American
ber Company.

Lum-

Committee Accept.
the citizens of Albuquerque and acting as an executive
committee appointed by the mayor of
said city, we hereby accept the foregoing proposition made by the American -l- imner company, to do the things
required of the people of Albuquerque,
subject to the ratification of a majority
of the citizens committee
of sixty,
heretofore appointed by the mayor.
G. F. MYERS.
(Signed)
W. S. S TR'CKLER,
On behalf of

G. L. BROOKS,

Executive Committee.
The People Rejoice.
Since the lumoer mills have been assured as one of Albuquerque's Industries the people are rejoicing over the
establishment of this concern which
will in every way benefit and promote
the growth of the city. The effectual
work done by the energetic committee
of citizens is receiving
the highest
praise of every public spirited citizen.
The topic is one of special Interest to
everyone who is interested in Albuquerque's growth, and any Information
regarding the Immense establishment
is eagerly desired. When the contract
was read and before the executive
committee of citizens had accepted,
Mayor Myers announced the whole
matter would come before the citizens'
committee of sixty for ratification,
thus showing that the committees for
the Albuquerque Eastern railway .were
identical with the committees working
for the securing of the big lumber
mills.
The location of the mills in Albuquerque will benefit the city in many
days, which were not all taken Into
consideration by the citizens.
The permanent population will be
visibly increased by the establishing
of the mills in Albuquerque, and it will'
cause the circulation of large sums of
money, thus promoting every industry
and occupation.
The mills will require the employment of 4oo or BOO men, many of whom
have families, This will undoubtedly
cause the building of home3. The pay
roll will reach over $1,000 per day,
which will be circulated among the industries and establishments
of the
city.
Besides the big saw mills, there will
be a box factory, sash and uoor fac
tory, and various kinus of wood work
ing establishments.
This will place
Aiuuquerque in the lead of the western
lumber markets and will be an induce
ment for other large industries to lo
cate here.
Kansas Stock Breeders.
Topeka, Jan. 12. The Kansas Improved Stock Breeders' association be.
gan its thirteenth annual session in
Topeka today with representatives of
every county of the state present.
Two days will be devoted to the discussion of questions affecting the
meeting of the national association in
Kansas City. Among the participants
from other states are W. W. Marple,
of 8t. Joseph. Mo,, and L. H. Kerrick,
of Bloomington, 111.

WORKED AT BELEN.
Railroad Surveyor En Route to Shaw,
nee, Oklahoma.
J. V. Key, an old time surveyor of
Albuquerque, and who yet has a large
number of friends In the territory,
passed through the city this morning
en route from Belen to Shawnee. Oklahoma.
Mr. Key has been appointed to the
position of engineer of construction
on the Santa Fe cut-ofand has been
down to Belen doing some preliminary
work. He is going to Shawnee, where
he has recently been employed In railroad construction work for the Santa
Fe, to put the finishing touches on
that job, after which he will return to
New Mexico and the construction of
the cut off.
Oregon Senatorial Fight.
Salem, Ore.. Jan. 12. One of the
most interesting fights for United
States senator since Oregon was admitted to statehood is down for decision at the hands of the state legislature which convened in biennial session touay. C. W. Fulton, of Astoria,
appears to lead the race, with Gov. T.
T. (leer a close second and several
dark horses looming up in the background.
Governor Pardee Inaugurated.
Sacramento, Cab, Jan. 12. George
C. Pardee was today inaugurated as
governor of California. At the same
time the other state officers elect took
the oath of office. Governor Pardee's
address was devoted wholly to maters
of Mate interest.

DELEGATES

they can, by building a large reservoir,
irrignte Eome 40,000 acres of land.
The dam proposed by the company
will be about forty feet high. It will
receive water shed from a largo area
of country. The scheme, If a success,
will be a great benefit to San
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Statehood Bill.
Washington, Jan. 12. In the senate
the statehood bill was taken up at 2
thlB afternoon.

the Cities.

New York, Jan. 12. The sweeppool tournament, for which preparations have been making for some
time, will begin tonight at the Mon-tauacademy, Brooklyn. Nearly a
dozen of the most expert players of
the country are entered and the battle promises to be lively. The entries
Include, H. P. Stofft, champion of the
west; J. J. Duffy, of Newburg, N. Y.;
George F. Smith, of Hartford, and
Charles Weston, the "cowboy champion." Arrangements for the
have been completed, and from the
Interest that has been manifested In
Kansas City, Jan. 12. Delegates the matter there Is little doubt that
from all directions arrived by every the hall will be crowded nightly for a
train today to attend the sixth annual week.
convention of the National Live Stock
association, which will be called to order tomorrow by President John W. DISBROW'S TRIAL COMMENCES
Springer. Hundreds of others are coming for the annual gatherings of the
National Wool Growers' association
and the National Association of Rail- Charged With the Murder of Clarence
road Live Stock Agents, which also
meets In this city this ween. There
Foster and "Dimple" Lawrence.
are 1,700 accredited delegates to the
stock convention and it is believed the
majority of these will have arrived
when the first session is opened. Pres- SENSATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS EXPECTED
ident Springer, J. W. Martin, executive
committeeman from Wiscostn; H. F.
Lee, secretary of the New Mexico
New York, Jan. 12. Louis A.
sheep sanitary board; William Theis,
charged with the murder of
acting national committeeman
from Clarence Forter and "Dimple" LawTexas, and J. W. Freeman, of Denver, rence, was put on trial for his life in
were among the first arrivals.
the supreme court a( Riverhead. L. I.
today. DIsbrow Is tQ be tried for the
Coal Strike Commission.
murder oi Foster. Justice Samuel T.
Philadelphia,
Jan. 12. Brigadier Maddox of Brooklyn, occupied the
General Wilson again presided at to- bench. District Attorney Livingston
day's session of the anthracite coal Smith appeared for the prosecution
strike commission, Chairman Gray still and the defense waa represented by
being confined to his home by illness. Attorney Roland Miles. Little difficulty
Abel I. Culver, of' New York, comp- Is anticipated In obtaining a jury and
troller of the Delaware & Hudson com- the trial Is expected to occupy not
pany, who was on the witness stand more than a week. The case has atwhen the commission adjourned Satur- tracted widespread attention and the
day, was again called upon to testify result of the trial la awaited with keen
today.
interest.
Clarence Foster and Sarah law-rencwhose friends called her "Dim
HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS.
ple,", met rlolent deaths on the night
Report on the Condition of Hawaiian of June 9 last, or early next morning.
in Tlana Bay, near Good Ground, L. I
Leper Settlement.
Washington, Jan. 12. The" senate Their bodies were found five days later
committee on Porto Rico and the Pa- floating in the shallow waters of the
cific islands met today and received bay. They were both young, strong and
of ac
the report of the
which expert swimmers. The theory
seemed untenable.
visited Hawaii.
The investigation cidentalA. drowning
who was known to
there was general and covered all have spentDIsbrow,
the evening of June 9 with
questions with which the government
and Miss Lawrence was niyster
possibly could be concerned. The con- Foster
lously missing. He remained missing
dition of affairs at the leper settlement twenty
days, while detectives searched
on the island of Molokai excited the
him.
liveliest Interest. It is recommended forSarah
was seventeen
that the management of the colony be years old, Lawrence
daughter of Mr. and
transferred to the marine hospital ser- Mrs. John T.the
of Hempstead
vice and that a general retreat for all L. I. She wasLawrence,
blue-eyea
lepers of the United States be estab- girl,
an exquisitely clear pink
lished on that island. The committee and with
white complexion.
Her come
was diveded on removal of restricliness attracted a great deal of attentions of Chinese Immigration, several tion.
She was spending the summer
arguments being advanced pro and
con. Much space is devoted to discuss- with her mother at Tlana Bay. She
was roqd of having a good time, but
ing the administration of pu.ie lands every
one who knew her spoke well
Liliuo-Kalaand advises paying
her.
some $400,000 for rental of the ofFoster
waa a stalwart fellow, twenty-twcrown land from time of her dethroneyears old. a sort of rustic Adonis.
ment and declares that she has no He was
married, but he was noted
other interest. A number of other sub- among the
young men about Good
jects are treated In the reports.
Ground for his popularity among women. Dishrow came of a good family.
DUTY ON COAL.
but was estranged from them on ac
count of a marriage he contracted five
Senate Waking Up to Gravity of the years ago. He was known as a rather
Situation.
wild young fellow, but was popular
Washington, Jan. 12. There was a with his set.
conference on the floor of the senate
Disbrow had been attentive to "Dim
today which was participated in by pie" Lawrence for more than a year.
Senators Aldrlch, Allison, Spooner and hhe seemed to lose interest in him
Lodge, and Chairman Payne of the somewhat after she met Foster last
house committee on ways and means. summer. Nevertheless DIsbrow conAfter this conference Senator Aldrich tinued to go out with her as often as
announced In the senate that when the she would let him. On the night of the
Vest resolution for the removal of the tragedy Disbrow, Foster and "JJimple"
duty on coal came up that he had rea- Lawrence drove to the Hampton Pines
son to believe "there would be action club and had supper. They were all
elsewhere regarding the removal of merry and seemingly on excellent
the duty." It has been the contention terms. Then they drove to Tunnell's
of Senator Aldrlch that the senate had Motel, where DIsbrow stayed, which is
no power to initiate such legislation.
one mile across Tiana Bay from the
Ocean View house, where the LawGovernor Bailey Inaugurated.
rence's were staying. The theory of the
Topeka. Kas.. Jan. 12. Willis J. defense is that Foster undertook to
Bailey was sworn in as governor of row the girl home, that they had some
Kansas today, succeeding W. E. Stan- sort of disagreement or accident in the
ley. The occasion was one of enthus- boat and so fell overboard and were
iasm for the thousands of republicans drowned. Against this are the facts
who came from all parts of the state that both were expert swimmers and
to participate in the ceremonies. In that the water of tin- bay Is not here
his inaugural address Governor Bailey more than three or four feet deep.
pledges of
reaffirmed the
Disbrow next morning left Good
his party. After Governor Bailey had Ground early and went to Eastport.
been sworn In Lieutenant Governor There he met a friend to whom he
Hanna and the other new state offic- made mention of having had a fight
ials took the oath of office. The inau- with Foster the ninht beiore. Then
gural ceremonies took place in the Disbrow disappeared and was not apauditorium and were witnessed by a prehended for near'y three weeks.
crowd of nearly lo.uoii persons.
Subsequently it was learned that he
tried to get passage en a scnooiier to
STORAGE RESERVOIR.
Haytl, also that on the day after the
tragedy be called on bis wife, whom ho
Dr Crulekehank Interested in a Good had not seen for several yesrs, bade
her good-bScheme at San Marcial.
anil said lie was going
Dr. C. G. Cruickshank, of San Mar- away for a long time.
The grand jury indicted Disbrow on
cial, was In the city this morning between trains while en route to Santa September 25 for the murder of Foster
Fe, where he goes to appear before The indictment charges that Disbrow
the territorial irrigation commission, while In a boat with Foster and Miss
which meets there this week, with a Lawrence struck Foster with an oar,
petition asking the commission to knocking him overboard, where he
grant a certain tract of land in So- drowned. He has spent the time since
corro county to a company recently his indictment in the jail at Hiverhead,
oiganlzed In San Marcial f'r the pur- where he has been visited regularly by
pose of building storage reservoir. the members of his lamily. He is in
The company has a scheme whereby, excellent health aiel appears confident
with the government's permission, of being acquitted.
falr-halre-

to continue two weeks, during which
time a large number of questions, of A
Importance to the members of the
organization will receive attention.
The reports of the officers show that
the union has made a gratifying gain
From Cold in in membership In tl9 year Just closed. Inhuman

ZERO WEATHER

Pool Tournament.

stakes

NUMIJEK 351

Conduct ot Coal Deal

ers ot Chicago.

COMBINED TO CREATE COAL FAMINE
Hawaiian Report.
WaFhlngton. Jan. 12. When the
sennte met today Mitchell, of Oregon,
substituted fh? report of committee Big Factory in New York City De- sto
of
Lack of Fuel Adds
the Distress
of the senate on its Investigation of
affairs in the Hawaiian islands.
troyed by Fire.
the Poor.
,
Bubor.ii, Plague Bills.
War.hlngton, Jan. 12. The hcuse
committee on territories today report- TRIBES OF MOROCCO JOIN PRETENDER
RELIEVE THE DESTITUTE ed ravorably on
TO
TRYING
the senate bill providing for the payment of certain
claims growing out of suppreslon of
Chicago. Jan. 12. The special grand
Chicago. Jan. 12. Two degrees be bubonic plague In Hawaii.
jury, which has been called to inveslow zero waa the official report for Chi
Weds Son of
tigate the conditions responsible for
cago and vicinity at 8 o'clock this
Paris, Jan. 12. Francis Wadding-ham- , the coal famine continued today to
morning accompanied by a brisk north
non of the former premier, was hear evidence which the attorney Reu-er- al
west wind. There is much suffering
and states attorney have secured
among the poor, who have with difS married1 today to Mile. Sallandrouze
culty endured the milder weather and de la Mornalx, one of the wealthiest against the coal operators and big
M. Waddlngham dealers.
In France.
Twenty-flvcoal men. prn
with the coal famine It became acute, heiresses
a
as his mother of the heads ot wholesale firm kad
and a number of deaths are said to Is
others chiefs In liie counsels of rehave been directly traced to the cold. was a Miss Miles, of New York.
operation of operating minus, presentSteps have already been taken by the
Labor Bodies to Amalgamate.
ed themselves at the criminal court
mayor to provide a fund for the relief
Indianapolis, Ind.. Jan. 12. Repreto summonses to
of the suffering among the destitute sentatives of the Teamsters' National building in answer
Much delay to suburban and street t:n!on of America and the Team Driv tell what they may know of the "ring'
the Illinois Manufacturers' astransportation lines was occasioned by ers' International Union of America which
the sudden drop of 17 degrees and a began a joint conference here today. sociation charges is responsible for
It Is the intennumber of minor accidents, owing to The purpose of the meeting Is to bring the fuel conditions.
tion of the grand jury that none bat
the heavy fall of snow were reported.
oramalgamation
an
two
about
of the
List of the dead from the cold: ganizations under the plans laid down coal men shall be examined and under
direction thoy are betmr
Frank I.emls, 40 years old. badly by the recent convention of the Ameri- Mr. Dlneen'8
e th
asked to explain jusi wLat
froaen, died in a saloon. R. Hose, can Federation of Labor.
alms and objects of the Illinois Coat
walked Btreets all night and died soon
Operators' association and why coal
after entering warm room of a lodging
HOPEWELL HEARD FROM.
cars stored on railroad tracks Just
house. C. G. Pool, of Manila, Iowa,
outside the city limits are not being;
cook on a dining car, frozen stiff in his Engineer Farwell Reaches Santa Fe
ordered into the city and marketed.
room. Patrick MeGovern, overcome
Here In a Few Days.
It is said the investigators have disby cold, fell from his wagon, fracturcovered trains of coal cars side track
ing his skull. Wm. Madlgan, found Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M Jan. 12. Engineer ed and placarded with Instructions to
dead In lodging house from exposure.
freight crews to hold toe consignW. H. Wahl, swallowed laudanum be- J. B. Farwell, of the Durango railway ments indefinitely
that hundreds
cause unable to secure food and fuel survey, Inwill be In hereI today, and the of tons of coal haveandbeen
taken from
teams
a few days.
will then come
for his family.
the cars and heaped up along the
down and start the surveyors.
tracks. Attorney General Hamlin deW. S. HOPEWELL.
Suffering from Cold.
clared that the investigation would
Kansas City, Jan. i2. Zero weather
Horses Stampeded.
not. ue connnea 10 unicago, uui wouia.
prevailed In Kansas City at 7 o'clock
Washington, Jan. 12. The superin- reach out so as to take up the condithis morning, a fa., of 11V4 degrees in tendent of the naval academy tele- tions throughout the
state.: '
t
twelve hours. There
phoned to the white house this afterprospect of moderation today anj the noon 'that dining the reception 'to
DESTRICTIVE FIRE.
suffering because of lack of fuel will Senator Hale and Secretary Moody
prove severe.'- The supply of coal in this afternoon the horses attached to
Factory In New
Kansas City, which was short on Sat their carriage ran away and Secretary Big Leather Belting
York City Destroyed.
urday, had d'minlshed greatly over Moody was thrown out and slightly
New York, Jan. 12. Fire early toSunday. Similar conditions exist at bruised. Senator Hale escaped withday completely destroyed the eight
most iolnts throughout tins part of the out Injury.
story building at Allen and East Houssouthwest.
ton streets, which was occupied by
Will Consider Coal Bills.
Washington, Jan. 12.
Chairman Fayerweather & La Due, manufacturDropped 32 Degrees.
s
Cincinnati, Jan. 12.
of Payne said after the recess of the sen- ers of leather, belting. The loss will
a degree above zero was the minimum ate that the ways and means commit- exceed half a million.
The firm had 1,000 employes who
record by the weather bureau this tee would meet tomorrow and considmorning. Two degrees below was er the coal bills. Several bills have will be temporarily out of employThis been referred to the committee, some ment.
shown by many thermometers.
Large quantities of oil and greaao
was a fall of 32 degrees In eighteen providing for the suspension of the
the building and these
hours. Fortunately Cincinnati has no duty for a fixed period, some for a re were stored in fiercely
hot and. caused
bate and others for the removal of made the fire
coal famine.
duty without limit. Mr. Payne said he two explosions. One of them nearly
thought the committee would take caught a squad ot firemen with sheets,
Cold at Duluth.
othSt. Paul, Jan. 12. One degree below Eome action either for suspension of of flame and as the result of the
er a water tower was destroyed. A.
was the warmest reported here Sun- the coal duty or a rebate.
portion of one of the walls fell on the
day and last night went down to 7 be
Second avenue elevated structure and
COLORADO LEGISLATURE.
low. Moorhead reports a minimum of
crushed a girder. The origin of the
18 below and Duluth 6 below.
Fuel 1s
scarce and although there Is not yet Gag Rules Will Be Adopted to 'Beat fire Is not known.
an actual famine, there is not mucn
the Democrats.
Tribes Join Morocco Pretender.
Denver, Jan. 12. No session of the
suffering.
Madrid, Jan. 12. A dispatch from.
legislature this morning.
The two McLilla,
Morocco, today announces
Frinld at St. Laui.
houses will meet In joint sesslot at 2
St. Ixiuia. Jan. 12 An intennplv o'clock this afternoon and canvass, the that all the Kabyle tribes of the Tax
frigid temperature prevails here. At & vote on the state ticket, and probably region have joined the pretender. The)
o'clock this morning the temperature ccmplete the work this afternoon, as sultan's troops, it Is added, are absoregistered 3 degrees above, but by 8:oj the democrats say they will make no lutely undisciplined and are selling
their arms and ammunition to the
o clock had raised the mercury to 10 attempt to Interfere with the proceedpretender, who pays high prices for
ings.
aiiove.
The house committee on elections them.
'..
Cutting Wind Prevails.
met this morning and organized and
Resolutions Received.
La Crosse, Jan. 12. Eight below will hold sessions In secret, and have
At the last regular meeting meeting
here this morning with a cutting wind, decided to rush work so as to get
making the cold felt more than any through by the 20th, when balloting of Booth camp, Spanish American
War Veterans, statehood resolutions
time this season.
on United States senator will begin.
were adopted and forwarded to Dele
before noon the fourdemocratic gate
Just
Kodey. lesterday s mall brought
Severe Snow Storm.
members of
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 12. Following seslon saying:the committee bolted the the following acknowledgment ot reon the heels of the most severe snow
"Gag rules have been adopted, where- ceipt of same:
Washington. D. C. Jan. 7.
storm of the season yesterday, came by the democratic contests would have
ti e coldest night of the winter in this no show when taking evidence begins." Booth Camp, Spanish American War
city. At 7:30 this morning the therVeterans, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen: I received the resolumometer registered & degrees uelow
Castro's Last Note.
zero. The zero temperature was genBerlin, Jan. 12. The foreign office tions adopted by the Spanish Amerieral all over the lower peninsula below here is somewhat puzled by Castro's can War Veterans society, and haTO
Alpena.
last note. He avoids specific accept- sent the same to Senator Quay. I
ance of the powers' stipulations and thank you sincerely for them.
Coldest of Winter.
Senator Nelson talked against us
seemingly leaves the basis for a settleLouisville, Jan. 12. Official temper- ment as indefinite as in his preceding yesterday afternoon on the floor of the
7
ature at o'clock this morning was 3 dispatch, agreeing generally to arbitra- senate, but did not make much headdegrees above zero, the coldest of the tion. The president's reply has not way, and did not say anything but
winter.
been advanced on the matter at all but what Senator Foraker will refute In a
It Is confidently supposed he has given day or two. Sincerely yours.
Way Below Zero.
B. S. KODEY.
Mr. Bowen full power of attorney. The
West Superior, Jan. 12. According state department
Washington has Delegate In Congress from New Mexto the weather bureau it wan 8 below advised the foreignat office
ico.
Bowen
here this morning. This is a relief has sailed from La Guayra.thatNothing
from yesterday when the mercury more will be done from this side until
Leased to Pennsylvania.
went to 14 below with the wind at Bowen arrives in WaBn.ngton.
Philadelphia. Jan. 12. At the anthirty-fivmiles an hour. There has
nual meeting today of the Western
as yet been no suffering from fuel
New York & Pennsylvania railroad
House Adjourns.
shortage.
Washington, Jan. 12. In the house the stockholders acted favorably on
today Mr. Grosvenor, of Ohio, from the the proposal of the directors to leaso
Cold in Nebraska.
committee on rules, called up a resoluroad to the Pennsylvania
for
Omaha. Jan. 12. At 7 o'clock this tion providing for an Investigation by the
a term of twenty years. The road la
degrees below was regis- the committee on merchant marine already
morning
practically owned by the
tered at the local weather bureau with and fisheries into the coal situation, Pennsylvania people, having been opindications for little relief from the anil it was ailoriteil without debate.
erated heretofore as a part of its Bufcold snap before tomorrow.
The exThe house then adjourned out of re- falo & Allegheny Valley division.
treme cold covers Nebraska, western spect to the late Kepresentuive TonIowa and South Dakota. At Valentine, gue, of Oregon, who died yesterday.
Annnual French Ball.
Neb., the mercury went to H degrees
New York, Jan. 12. It was rumorO. N. Marron, president, and P. F. ed about the tenderloin today that
below zero.
McCanna. secretary, of the New Mex- Captain Miles O'Kielly, the new police
ico Territorial Fair association, did captain of the district, would take a
Bricklayers in Convention.
M. in phis.
Tenn., Jan. 12. The not get away for El Paso last night. "peek In" on the French ball at MadiBricklayers' and Masons' InternationThmey hope to go south tonight.
son Square Garden tonight. As a
H. F. Haynolds, junior member of
al union met In
annual
it Is likely that the hilarity
& Haynolds, will not reach the usual high pitch,
convention in this city today with the law firm of
was
a passenger east Saturday night though the managers of the affair
nearly l.Otio representative members
of the craft present from various for Las Vegas. Ho is at Santa Fe
promise that the function will be fully
part: of the country. The sessions are
up to the standard of previous years.
SEVERAL
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FROM

COLD
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Franco-America-

U-n-

the-pas-

Two-tenth-
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thirty-sevent-

Mac-Mille-

PAlif

IHE ALBUQUERQUE
feel like 30 cents" Is aptrently nonsensical, but It Is certain. the iinit
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H. BRIGGS & CO., Prescription Druggists
THE POPULAR DRUG STORE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work

The Alvarado Pharmacy,

ganlzed but. two years; has no terriVLirilfll torlal Institution within Its borders;
tho tax rate Is lower than In any other
McCRElGHT, Publishers county In tho territory, taxes are paid

AUUlQUCTflUC
11T7GI1ES

Opposite Alvarado Hotel

vs

.

-

iJlUMl

promptly and all bills contracted have

Editor been settled for loo cents on the
Tho--, Hnrhea
V. T. McCreht....Mcr. and City Kditor lar. Most of the counties created
Published Dally and Weakly.

the last few years

dol-

In

are democratic.

These counties may be entitled to as
much consideration as McKinley county Is, but we don't foeneve It. If our
friends don't propose to help us the
We
sooner we know It the better.
have more miners than any other
Associated Press afternoon dispatches county;
coal Melds are hundreds
Largest City and County Circulation of miles our
nearer to the pacific cobbI,
The Largest New Mexico Circulation northern Mexico and southern Arizona
Largest Northern Aritona Circulation where the coal Is most needed; the climate, water and railroad facilities are
Ooptos of this papvr may b found ? first class; building material and labor
U
of our
at WaahinKton In K.theQ.oltlce
as cheap as at any point in the
Blggers, 18 are
Mectal
territory. Our miners are now paying
f street N. W., Washington D. c
out of their own earnings 1,2U0 per
Terms of Subscription.
month to the support of local hospitals.
.fC.OO
As a matter of justice, economy and
r, ly mull, one year
I.UO
.
months
by
mall, sis
lsily,
we believe that the hos
. l.fto good politics,
iMiily, by mail, three months
. .60 pital should be located in Gallup."
Daily, by mall, one month
. .J5
Daily, byb- -carrier, one month
t.00
mall, oer year
WmIt.Dally
BE CONSISTENT,
aenverea
rx
in
will
C'ltisen
lbt
ft)
Las Vegas Optic says: The ad
cents per
bk- city at the low rate of
'ine
week, or for 7S cents per month, when vocates of statehood in New Mexico
paVI monthly. These rates are leas than
will do well to be consistent in their
If any ether daily paper In the
action on the subject. Both political
parties in this territory pledged them
selves to immediate statehood. These
pledges should be kept.
Single statehood for New Mexico
and Arizona Is advocated In some
quarters mainly to defeat the omnibus
statehood bill. It Is introduced to dl
'
vide the statehood forces.
There is no special objection to sin
gle statehood for both territories, If it
were not for the fact that to now abandon the omnibus statehood bill Is to
postpone statehood indefinitely. The
,rom statehood advocates stand firm and
Mew Mexico demands 8Ute7iv?d
united. It will be time enough to abanCongress.
the
don, the omnibus bill after senatorial
rrV
.
a mv. r( VAM
a
io n n
,.,
pieces enoua"
' The hardest work of" a Mew Mexico joint
liil!.
BtaU'hoou
legislator is to provide jobs for his
If a bill be introduced to admit In
friends.
dian Territory and Oklahoma as one
and New Mexico as
All eastern New Mexico will be put state, anda Arizona
test can easily be made on
Into close business relations with Albu- another,
motion to substitute such a bill for
querque inside of a year.
the present omnibus measure. If those
who have been fighting statehood win
Goethe: The utmost that severity all vote for the substitution, then the
hypocrites;
it
men
do la to make
advocates of statehood might well
never make them converts.
support It, but in our opinion the battle
will more likely be won If we stand
New Hampshire has the biggest leg- where we are, and force a vote on tne
r
twenty-fouislature, consisting of
present statehood bill. If tnat Is de
senators and three hundred and ninety-t- feated Introduce the other measure
hree
representatives.
and force a vote upon It.
If the democratic senators vote solid
Dr. Parkhurst, of New York, thus as they should, for the omnibus bill,
A so
tersely describes a socialist:
and the republicans want to take the
cialist Is a man who wants his neigh' responsibility of defeating it, let them
bora to divide their money with him." do so, but give no opportunity to avoid
a vote. Stand by our guns should be
The bed of the Tiber is to be dredged the rule in this fight.
which
to recover fabulous treasures
It was old Abe who said : "It Is dan
tradition depicts as having been gerous to swap horses while crossing
thrown Into It In ancient times by a stream."

In

e

forceful expression of the day for denoting anything small, moan and contemptible in one's own sight.' Its origin is thus explained by a Philadelphia lawyer, who sometimes practices
in New York.
"There Is a vagrant law in New
York under which a person having no
visible means of support may be
placed In durance. It has also been
derided In that state that a person
having so small a sum as 3) cents In
his possession has 'visible means of
support.' Now, there Is no law In New
York except the vagrant law under
which Che pool sellers and gamblers
of that sort may bo held. Shortly after
the decision just mentioned was formulated two samblers were captured
In a raid and taken to the Tenilerllon
station bouse. They sent for a lawyer,
who came and had a talk witu them.
'It will never do to make any show of
money here,' he said. '(Jive me your
rolls.' They handed their wads over to
him and he save them each Instructions to produce the coins when he
asked them to do so in court.
When their cases were called the
lawyer got them off on a pit a that they
were not vagrants, each having tho
legal amounts In possession. Just as
the decision was rendered in favor of
his clients a messenger entered the
court room and required the lawyer's
presence at the supreme court. He
lo'.t without seeing his clients, and
tney wended their way to the nearest
saloon.
"How do you feel?" said one.
" 'I feel like o.. cents,' said the other,
'and probably will until I get my roll
back, or what's left of It.'
"And that's how that phrase was
started on Its travels." New York
Mall and Express.
Scientific Dcsccvery.
Kodol does for the stomach that
which it Is unable to do for Itself, even
when but slightly disordered or overload. Kodol supplies the natural juices
of digestion and does the work of the
stomach, relaxing the nervous tension,
while the inflamed muscles of that
oragn are allowed to rest and heal.
Kodol digests what you eat and enables the stomach and digestive organs to transform all food into rich,
red blood. J. H. 0'R!elly & Co. and B.
H. Brlggs & Co.
A
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Chests

Nsursrovir

The old
Hint consumption wai
inherited Is utterly :Tciitel by modern
medical science.
The germs of con
sumption must be received from with-ouThose grrma r.rc every where.
They ore constantly being received and
cast out by the
healthy system.
It is the narrow
chested whose inheritance is weaktli-o- ry
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coughs.
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weakness, emaciation and other
conditions which
if neglected or un- skilfi
titated
find a fatal ter
mination in con-

sumption.

In the prinjr of
1900
win inicn wtin
hemnrrhncr of lh lung, nnd Iwcame very
wrnk and short of brrath, lost flrsh anil had no
appetite," write Mr K I. Knliinttt. of Xcrxn,
to trv Dr. 1'ierce'a
Tenn. "I wm permind'-Golden Medical Ihcovcry The first few bottles
Thought I
fteemed to rto rue hitt lilt! Rood.
would snin be .1 victim W ili.il dreaded disease,
conftiiintttion, of whirll several of my family
up in despair when my
died. Had nlinost gtv-me to fdve your 'Golden
friends persu.-nlcMedical Iiisrovery' a fair tnnl 'I commenced
its use apiiin and in fi short lime was feeling;
1 rontiipid
its me until I had taken
better.
sixteen nottles. I veih 1n pounds now. and
when t commenced I only weilud impounds.
J will be
If any one douhts this statement
plca-:c- d
to answer nny inquiry. -

Accept no substitute for "Golden Med-ic.Discovery." Nothing "just as good."

il

Dr. Tierce's I'leasant Pellets cleanse
the closed system from impurities,

N,

M.

If

weak lungs
l strong. It curcl

!45

COMING
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Doctor Tierce's
C.olden
Medical
Mscovery makes

Ui.
ftf

l.Ana.m

are too weak of
Iri(? to resist and
throw off disease.
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Of ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

fall a

who

OF

BANK

f

you never had a shirt better laundered than the one we returned to you
laft week. Didn't send us any? Well,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W, 8. STICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, A
tit Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

your misfortune.
Try us this week nnd see the difference. We call for and deliver goods,
of course, and we do 'em up right, as
you will find after we tackle the first
installment, which we hereby request.

that's not our fault

Imperial Laundry

J.

M. TIOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

Back of Postofflce.

Silver
Avonue
Stable
LIVERY,

"

J,",,v.HiiUt,.i'i.V

FEED AND 8ALE.

EVENTS.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.
Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL ESFellows' hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
Fillmore.
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
board horse andhave first class rigs
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
RATES. HOUSE8 RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
January
"The Krause Tailor"
at Colombo hall.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
January
Midwinter carnival
AND NONRESIDENTS.
tj, tJ W
j.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
vrf.H
at El Paso.
INSURANCE,
FIRE
January 19 First annual ball of the
SOME HISTORICAL FACTS.
F1F.AL ESTATE,
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen at
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Which Show the Phenomenal Growth Colombo hall.
CROMWJELL BLOCK.
MANAGER OP
ROOM3
pf the Anheuser-BuscBrewAutomatic Telephone 174.
ing Association.
Finds Way To Llvo Lone.
The story of the success ot the An- The startling announcement of a
helser-BuscBrewing
Association discovery
that will surely lengthen life
practically begins with 1865, the year
Is
by
Next Door to First National Bank.
editor O. H. Downey, of
made
Interbought
an
Mr. Adolphus Busch
est In the concern, which was then be- Churubusco, Ind., "I wish to state," he
New Telephone 222.
ing conducted In a small and moder- writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
most
infallible
way.
consumption
Is
ately paying
the
for
The concern was known at that time remedy that I have ever known for
1873
was
&
it
Co.
In
as E. Anheuser
coughs, colds and grip. It's Invaluable
Incorporated under the name of E. An- to people with weak lungs. Having
Brewing
&
Association.
Co.'s
heuser
wonderful medicine no one need
with Mr. Anheuser as president and this pneumonia or consumption. It's
dread
secretary
as
and
Adolphus
Busch
Mr.
general manager. Upon the death of relief is Instant and cure certain." All
Mr. Anheuser in 1880. Mr. Busch suc druggists guarantee every 50c and
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
ceeded to the presidency, which posi $1.00 bottle, and give trial bottles free.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
tion he still holds.
HAHX'S CEKRILLOS LUMP coal
Brewing Asso
Grade Ears, Babbitt Metal; Colu mns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
The Anheuser-Buscciation are the recognized pioneers in holds the fire and is the most econom
Repairs on Mining and Ml 11 Machinery a Specialty.
the bottled beer industry as they were ical fuel in the market. Both 'phones.
FOUNDRY
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
EAKIN
MELINI
the first to bottle beer for export, suc
cessfully.
EMEZ & SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
Under Mr. Busch s skillful guidance
STAGE LINE.
phenomenally.
developed
the business
We handle everything In our line
Year after year it was necessary to Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
heathen enthusiasts.
change of stock en route; good rigs,
Distillers Agents
It Is getting to be somewhat of a pa add new and larger structures to keep a
with the ever increasing sales, horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer- Special distributors Taylor & Williams
The New Mexico delegation at Wash' ternal government when the president pace
plant covers que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
ington, working for statehood for the of the United States indicates his op so that now the entire
Louisville, Kentucky.
about 125 acres (equal to urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad
territory, are now en route home. They position to a certain man for United an area of blocks)
a
of
city
sixty
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
think that it is probable that New States senator on account of his relig- brew house of 6,000 and consists
barrels daily capa buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprle 111 S. First St., Albuquerque, N. M
Mexico and Arizona will be merged
700,000
bottling
bottles
city,
works of
ious belief.
'
Into one state.
dally capacity, Ice plants of 650 tons tor, Jemez.
4,500
dally
capacity,
of
malt houses
An ocean liner is to have a news TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY bushels dally capacity,
PROFESIONAL CARDS
a cooling capa
paper containing wireless specials, TakeLaxatve Bromo-QulninTablets. city of 2,650 tons per day, storage ele
to
MINING ENGINEER
on every vators for malt and barley of 1,250.000
This signa- jemi f.
The exchange editor will continue
rs-- CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
contribute wireless telegraph material ture
loSj 25c bushels capacity, stock houses for
V. V. Clark,
are
newspapers
that
to a good many
purposes of 425,000 barrels capa
10S
metallurgical
ensrlrfter.
Mlnlne and
not published on steamships.
"LIKE 30 CENTS.
city, a power plant with 60,000 square WpHt
Ooltl avenue. Albuuueroue, N. M.
surveys nnu mapn
feet of heating furnace, equal to 7,750
itfiinrts.
ana
Mill
This city is destined to become a How a Current Slang Phrase Started horse power, of which 4,000 horse pow plans and reduction works; minesmining
Investments: second hand
on Its Travel.
great manufacturing center. At preser are transferred to the electric pow- mintns
analysis.
assaying
and
custom
machinery;
The origin of slang has always been er plant just completed and is the lar
ent large woolen mills are under con
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
traction, and immense lumber mills a puzzle of philologists but once in a gest and most complete plant of its
DENTISTS.
LOTS A SPECIALTY,
will be erected. With coal and iron at while a current phrase can be traced kind of any private corporation in the
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
oar doors, this city is certain to get big to Its source. The colloquialism, "To country.
S.
U.
O.
Edmund J. Alger,
Besides the above the Anheuser- 3u6 Railroad avenue. Office hours, 8:30
Iron and steel factories.
A.
mil to 12:30 p. m.; l:su p. m. lo o p. in.
Busch Brewing Association own and
402.
Appointments made by
operate their own railroad, to connect Telephone
FIRE INSURANCE
A Grand Army veteran stood listen
man.
with the terminals. Also tin, earpen
tag to a juvenile Spanish war veteran
ter, wagon, paint, harness and cooper
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
recounting his experiences to an ad
shops.
N. T. Arm i jo building, room 2. Office Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
miring group. Presently the old man
Three thousand five hundred em hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
remarked: "That young man telling
ployes are engaged at the St. Louts m. to 3 p. m. Appointments made by
of his experiences makes me think of
plant.
About 1.500 additional men
the hero of the Johnstown flood relat
are employed at the association's for mall.
ing his experience in the presence of
No appetite, loss of strength,
branches in the principal cities
Noah."
LAWYERS.
nervousness, headache, constipation,
of the Union.
risFJMPS,
breath,
bad
sour
general
debility,
buildings
are
of
modern
most
The
In New York and other localities in
Bernard S. Hooey
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
and catarrh of the stomach are
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
architecture and are built of red brick ATTOHNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
the east actual suffering has been ings,
HITCH
FENCING,
stone,
METAL
plven
granite
due
to
Indigestion.
business
to
white
and
all
cures
with
all
Kodol
trimmed
M. I'rompt attention
Wheat, write to
caused among the poor by the high
Will pracand present a most imposing picture, pertaining to the profession.
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Indigestion. This new discovery repreprice of coal. Not that there is any
N. ax
Props
CO.,
BEOKEh,
In all courts of the territory and betice
JOHN
THE
employed
guides
to
are
take
Six
scarcity of that commodity anywhere
sents the natural juices of digestion
fore tho United States land office.
say
to
Bafe
care
visitors,
is
It
and
of
in the country, but for the reason that
as they exist In a healthy stomach,
Ira M. Bond
Residence. Automatic Th:no 299
more people pans through this great
AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
the output is controlled by greedy corcombined with the greatest known tonlo
42 F street N. W.. LEAD
establishment than through any other ATTORNEY-AT-LANo. 1 1 5.
Telephone
porations that are able to fix the price
Bell
STREETS.
SECOND
AND
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
Washington. D. C. Pensions, lands, pat
establishment in the world.
patent,
and to bring It up to a point which
copyrights,
ents,
cavlats,
letters
Automatic Telephone 508.
Dyspepsia Cure does not only curs InThese figures form an interesting trade marks, claims.
means a positive hardship to persons
record of growth: In 1865. 8,000 bar
digestion snd dyspepsia, but this famous
of scant incomes.
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
rels were sold, and In 1001 the million
William D. Lee
remedy cures a!! stomach troubles by
barrel mark was passed, the sales for ATTORNEY-AT-I.AOffice, room 7, N.
can depend upon securlt
Ladles
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
A SPARTAN JUSTICE.
11)02 being 1.109.315 barrels, and by T. Armljo building.
Will practice In all permanent relief from irregular i
strengthening
membranes
territory.
the
mucous
Senator Beveridge's attention Is
far exceeds the output of any other the courts of the
painful periods by using these walei
lining the stomach.
brewery.
called to the following incident, which
R. W. D. Bryan
reSafe and sure at all times.
The trad. cf the AnheusorBusch ATTORNEY-AT-LAhe Is Invited to make a part of his
N.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
port on his examination ot the justices
Association - uot confined to the Un- M. Office, First National Albuquerque,
Bank building.
chasing only from our agent.
ited States or the American continent
uf the peace ot this territory:
but the factious "Uudweteer." whlc
The other night in one ot the towns
Frank W. Clancy
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., lm
Is Justly teimid the "King of bottled ATTORNET-AT-LArooms 2 and 3. N. porters.
of New Mexico the justice of lue peace
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
beers," is well known to the civilized T. Armljo building,
of that precinct got drunk and was
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
people throughout tho entire world.
thrown into jail by the constable. A
Dobson
E.
W.
Railroad avenue and Third
corner
few hours later the citizens put the
Office, Cromwell street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
ATTORNEY-AT-IiABest Liniment On Earth.
constable in jail for the same offense
for Bernalillo county..
Ht'iiry D. Baldwin, Supt. City Water block, Albuquerque, N. M.
The next morning the justice sobered
WoikH, Shullbburg, Wis., writes:
up. held court and fined both himself
John H. Stingle
THOUSANDS SAVED DY
have tried many kinds of liniment, but ATTOHNEY-AT-LACromwell block,
and the constable. It rather detracts
Having other business to attend besides my store, I sm
from the heroic action of the justice,
have never received much benefit until Albuquerque, N. M.
these prices and see for
that he collected the One from the con
pelted to sell my goods at cost,
I used Ballard's Snow Liniment for
PHYSICIANS.
attable and with the funds thus secured
I thluk it the
yourself.
pains.
rheumatism
and
proceeded upon another celebration
Hats, from 50c upwards.
2 packages Coffee, 24c.
best liniment on earth." 25c, 50c and
Dr. J, E. Bronson
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
This all took place in the English lan
per
pound,
11c.
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and candies all
Coffee,
Cosmopolitan
Physician,
Homeopathlo
11.00
Raw
Phar
a
at
bottle
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
guage.
and all THROAT AND LUhu TROUBLES.
Whiting Block.
Room 17,
pounds for $1.00. at cost.
macy B. Ruppe.
Roasted Java, 6
This wonderful medicine positively
Givts Health to the Bictc and
Sugar, 4 pounds for 25c.
Eastern Canned Fruits, at 10c each.
Dr. I. Saylln
MINERS' HOSPITAL.
Strength
to
Coughs,
Colds
Consumption,
ths
Canned Fruits, 12.C and
cures
California
Wk.
6
Beans,
pounds
25s.
Native
of
street.
Office
410
Edith
South
Republican
Statehood.
ind
Relrirnr.
The McKinley County
10 to 14 v in.. 4 to fi p.m. and 7 to b p. Bronchitis,
Asthma, Pneumonia,
,
upwards.
Bottle only. $1.00 Slza holdinc 2H tiiiMi
Sardines at 5c, or 6 for 25c.
ays:
up by Saturday night Hours
Come
settle
plume
in. coioraao
Aao.
Um trial tua, which Kill (ur 50c.
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
Boys' Suits, $2.00 and upwards.
Fever. Pleurisy, LnOrippe
"In considering the location of the
f the bill passes I will give you back
KINDERGARTEN.
lIoarscness.SoreThroatandWhoop- Prepares by B. C. StWitt
Everything else in proportion fo(
Men's Working feuits, $1.00.
Co., Chlcifo.
miners' hospital the attention of the
the full amount of your account.
members of the next legislature is
CASH.
teed
Sunday
Good
Suits,
$5.00.
bottle
Every
,d
ing Cough.
Mitt Philbrlck's
T. F. DYE
called to the fact that the county of
&
Department
Primary
O'Rlelly
B.
Co.
H.
J.
II.
Brlggs
and
and
Klndercarten
NO PAY.
MO CURE.
A.
McKinley is hopelessly republican in
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
23 South Second Strcl
lRlCE50c.nl$l. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE. Opposite A. & P. Shops,
,
j)oliUcsj that the county has been or & Co.
will call for HigMand pupils.
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Railroad Topics

mj

Ben Williams, special offloer for tho Southern Pacific main line between
The apNew Orleans and Houston.
pointment takes effect January 15. E.
(lays In the city.
W. E. Campbell is the newly ap- H. Harrlman Is president of the Texas
Krutt-schnipointed Santa Ke resilient engineer & New Orleans railway, Julius
Is vice president and W. G. V an
stationed at Delcn.
Is general manager. Mr. Resse-gulThere are 918 passenger trains Into Vleekwill
probably report to the genChicago every day, but don't worry;
eral manager, Mr. Van Vleck.
are just as many out.

Santa Fe, bag been spending several

tt

o

there

A. G. Kennedy, chief engineer of the
Ke Central railway, haB return-

f

OUR SECOND

19
E ltm?

Are la mn7 respects like other ulcers of
sores, and this resemblance often proves fatal.
gm Mjj
Valuable time is lost in fruitless efforts to heai
the sore with washes and salves, because the germs of Cancer that are multiplying' in the blood and the new Cancer cells which are constantly developing keep up the irritation and discharge, and at last sharp shooting pain
announce the approach of the eating and sloughing stage, and a hideous,
MM M

Which

destructive work.
la February, 1999, I noticed a small
No ulcer or sore can exist with- lump on my lower lip. The doctor cauterised
another came
out some predisposing internal cause out Into itanbut
open sore. I bes-a- andtobroke
take
that has poisoned the blood, and the S. S. 8. and after I had taken
aavnn hnt.
ooen dischnrcinir nicer nrtlip foclr. tie the place healed entirely and no
the dl.ea.o have bexn seen.
inff sore on the up, cliwV or ntlipr Blno., of w
Pt Brown, Hollands, 0. 0.
part of the body will continue to
Bpread and eat deeper into the flesh unless the blood is purified and tho
Cancer gertn3 or morbid matter eliminated from the circulation.
S. S. S. cleanses the blood of all decaying effete matter. It has great
antidotal and purifying properties that soon destroy the germs and poisons
and restore the blood to its natural condition. And when pure blood is
carriea to tne nicer or sore tne Healing process
begins, the discharge ceases and the place heals
over and new skin forms. S. S. S. is a strictly vegetable blood purifier containing no mercury or
minerals of anv description.
If you have an ulcer or chronic sore of any kind, write us about it, medical advice will cost you nothing. Books on Cancer and other diseases of
the blood will be sent free,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta. Ga.

Simple Colds.
Cease to be simple, if at all prolonged to Santa Fe from Torrance.
ed. The safest way is to put them
Painters are at work touching up aside at the very beginning. Ballard'3
the switch targets In the local yards. Horehound Syrup stops a cold and reIt improves their appearance wonder- moves the cause of colds. 25c, BOc,
fully.
$1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan PharAn extra coach will be added to th
macy B. Ruppe.
El Paso train during the week for the
accommodation of the rush to the El
Just Married.
Paso carnival.
ouen run
Railroad baggagemen
N. A. Broodman, clerk in the local across many amusing things in handfreight office, has returned from Las ling the baggage or newly married
"Vegas, where he was confined In the couples off on bridal tours, says the
Santa Fe hospital.
El Paso Times. Yesterday Officer Rey-no- r
at the Southern Pacific depot was
Brakeman R. F. Hart, who just went
to work at Lag Vegas, has handed In attracted by a ludicrously bedecked
his resignation and will hunt for a job trunk of a bridal couple, and irom an man will
receive $25 a week for the cr houses afire are doomed; there Is
Intricacy of white and red ribbons he
more suitable to him.
he three weeks he has been unable to no saving them, bo the energies of the
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, general super- clipped the following card, which perworn, from an accident insurance com- forces are bent to the rescuing of the
latest bit of fun
intendent of the Santa Fa Central and is showing asth theexpense
adjoining tenements. New York, the
of the newly pany in wfcic he carried a policy.
Albuquerque Eastern railroads, has re- petrated at
city we mean, is able to tae care of
card
reads:
The
wed.
busia
short
to
Fe
after
Tho crowned heads of every nation. its own. Newport, being wholly lost,
Santa
turned
"This will Introduce Mr. and Mrs.
ness trip ta El Paso,
The rich men, poor men and misers does not mind.
Moore. Just married. All
Clark
Avcrv
X. O. Wells, general manager of the
All Join in paying tribute to
"Is the Courier-Journa- l
far out of Its
will be appreciated."
attention
duty when it raises Its voice now and
Santa Fe coaBt lines, who has been
De Witt's Little Early Risers.
wag about four inches long
card
The
ea.st since Christmas, passed through by two wide, and the above inscription
'hpller
Are,' and tnus,
II. Williams, San Antonio, Texas, then to
the city Saturday night en route to his was pnntea jD plain, large type.
to reduce the area of the
writes; Little Early Riser Phis are
home at Log Angeles.
to Keep It where It Is; to
the best I ever UsiJ In my family. 1 warn
It is now Superintendent Maggard,
the vulgar and brutal men of Its
Heads Shcud Never Ache.
unhesitatingly
to
recommend
them
the full title having been bestowed
own bailiwick that money cannot
Never endure this trouble. Use at everybody,
upon E. H. Maggard. local agent of the once
Tht? cure constipation always bring immunity from misremedy
stopped
for
the
it
that
system. He will
sick headache, torpid doing, nor silence scandal; to Intimate
El
biliousness,
superintend the lines of that system Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Vs.. liver, Jaundice, malaria and all other to
and vain women newly
King's
she
writes:
"Dr.
New
Pills
Life
in Texas.
liver troubles. J. H. O'RIelly & Co, used to riches anu untutored in the
wholly
me
I
cured
of
sick
headaches
H. U. Rollins, chief draughtsman
wickedness of tho world, that approval
and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
for the Santa Fe cut-ofof the smart set is ineir first step
and wife had suffered from two years." Cure
biliousness,
came op from Belen this morning. headache, constipation,
BEAUTY CONTEST ENDS.
downward."
Mrs. Rollins will leave tonight for a 25c at all druggists.
Mrs. Lewis Chase Wino Prize Offered
three months visit In Los Angeles
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin, L. L. D.
by the Santa Fe.
ROCK ISLAND MUST PAY.
Mr. Rollins will return to Belen to
Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a morn-inSome time since the Santa Fe rail
night.
when first rising, I often find a
Micsouri Supreme
Court Holds It road company advertised for the best
There are 204,000 miles of steam
troublesome
$3,450
Fee.
Liable
collection of phlegm,
for
young
looking
lady
Oall
in
southern
railway In the United States, of which
City and lornia for the purpose of using her which produces a cough, and is very
Louis,
Kansas
St.
The
only 1,270 miles are operated by re Colorado Railroad company lost its
celvers.
This vast property Is al mandamus case in the supreme court pnotograph in connection wltn adver hard to dislodge; but a small quanity
tisements. In return for this the lucky of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at
most completely solvent and Its gen at
Jefferson City, Mo., against Secre one was to receive a free trip to the once dislodge it, and the
trouble is
eral prosperity Is the greatest it has tary of State Cooiv to compel him
to
world g rair and one to the Grand Can
ever known.
Issue the company a certificate of yon of Colorado. Many applicants re over. I know of no medicine that is
V. C. Proctor and wife, of Winslow authority to extend
its lines in sponded from all parts of that end of equal to it, and it Is so pleasant to
spent Saturday In the city. Mr. Proc Missouri as a foreign corporation.
the state, but the company's choice Is take. I can most cordiany recomtor is assistant to D. A. Shope, super
The comapny is a Kansas corpora' Mrs. Louis Chase, of San Diego, as mend it to all persons, needing a medintendent of bridges and buildings tion and is part of
Rock Island one of the most beautiful among south- icine for throat or lung troubles."
on the Albuquerque division. Mr. and system. Some years the
ago is was au ern California's beauties. The picture Price 25c, 50c, $1.00 a bottle at Cosmo-pollta- n
Mrs. Proctor have gone to El Paso to thorized to do business in Missouri
was taken wtih tne model looking out
Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
attend the carnival.
with $1,600,000 and built a roau from or a car window.
F. L. Myers, agent of the Atchison fi. Louis to Union. In February, 1902,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company the company applied to the secretary
Unconscious From Croup.
has received from his company a nun of state for this certificate of authority
During a sudden and terrible attack
Sturges' European.
Der of pamphlets descriptive of Fres to further extend its lines in Missouri of croup our little girl was unconscious
Chas. Paxton, Bland; P. F. Brady,
no county, California, for distribution by building the St. Louis, Kansas City from strangulation,
says A. L. Spafford Belen; W. H. Constable, El Paso; J.
The pamphlets are of neat shape and and Colorado line, with a capital stock postmaster,
Chester, Mich., and a dose W. Akers. Santa Fe; J. E. Sullivan,
beautifully illustrated.
of $1,939,000 In that state. The com of One
Minute oough Cure was admin Denver; H. Phillips, C. Marden and
It has been reported that Fireman pany tendered the secretary of state istered
Smith. Cin
and repeated often. It reduced family. Chicago; George
A. L. Arkills, who was Injured In the $1.50 to cover the Issuance of the
H. Chapman. .1. A. Kearney,
cinnati;
swelling
the
and
Inflammation,
cut the ivansas city; w. u. unman. Pueblo:
Slam wreck some days ago, was rap- certificate and $850 corporation tax
Idly Improving. It is learned that he providing It was held that the com- mucus and shortly thee hlld was rest G. A. King. Denver: J. S. VanDnren
suddenly worse Friday pany should pay the corporation tax ing easy and speedily recovered. It Fort Wingate; Max draw, El Paso;
"was taken
morning and died at 10 o'clock. His on the $1,600,000 it first employed in cures coughs, colds, lagrlppe, and all Hugh Perry and wife, V. H. Perry,
wife was with him at the time of his Missouri in building its line from St. throat and chest and enables the lungs Sherman, Tex.; L. Locwensteln, San
'death, which occurred In Los Angeles Louis to Union and in case the com to contribute, pure, health-givinox Marcial; J. W. Spencer. San Francis
The reports of the resignation of pany should have to pay on all of the ygen to the blood. J. H. O'RIelly & co; S. D. Lucas. Los Aneeles: H. C.
Adams, Williams, Ariz.
Harry Alexander, as assistant man capital stock u would wish to employe Co. and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
ager of the Santa Fe Central has been In Missouri it would pay $995 for the
Alvarado.
confirmed by Mr. Alexander himself certificate. But tne secretary of state
THAT "DECKY" AGAIN.
who has returned to his former home refused to accept either of these propJ. E. Robinson and wife, Glenwood
in El Paso. Mr. Alexander quit the ositions, holding that the company Smashes Up More Santa Fe Equip Springs; L. Crossdale, Chicago; Geo.
position of superintendent of termi should pay $3,450 for the certificate
P. Hyde, Los Cerrillos; F. E. Nelsou,
ment on Cajon Hill.
There was a small sized freight San Francisco; Chas. J. L. Lantry,
nals at El Paso for the El Paso & of authority as required by law govern
wreck a few telegraph poles this side Strong City.Kan.; W. II. Kelley, Los
Northeastern to go with the Central ing foreign corporations.
The law provides that such corpora or Cajon station, says the San Ber Vegas; H. L. Rollins and wife. Mrs.
and it is probable that he will return
to his old employers.
tions to extend their business in nardino Sun, in which a box car was Geo. Sangster, Belen; O. J. Little, DeThe Brotherhood of Locomotive Missouri must pay a fee of $5 for each reduced to kindling wood and a car, troit; J. V. Key, Santa Fe Ry Co.; J.
Firmen has voted to expend $200,000 $10,000 it wishes to employ in the loaded With oranges, had one end bad A. Maboney, Deming; Percy Willson.
in tne erection of a home for aged state, less $5 for each $10,000 capital ly smashed. Three engines, two in Silver City; W. C Egan. Clifton. Ariz:
the lead and the decapod, No. 988, Geo. Pacher, Denver.
and disabled employes. The firemen covered in the orginal certificate.
humping along in the rear, were coup
now have a home located near High
PAID HIM $900.
led to a train of fifty cars, partly made
Metropolitan.
land Park, a suburb near Chicago,
up or loaded cars and partly of emp
W. N. McDanlel and wife. Stewarts- but they have decided to secure an
ville. Mo.; W. T. Oliver. Silver Citv:
other location. At the last conven Santa Fe Settles a ciaim o. a Salina ties.
Passenger.
The freight had arrived at the top Walter Smith, Las Vegas;
tion the trainmen and conductors
Baron
Through his attorney. R. A. Lovltt. or tne hill, or rather as far as Cajon Locd, Kansas City.
each voted $25,000 for the same pur
pose, which now brings the total up to Earl Hockensmith, of Salina, Kan., where some switching was being done,
has made a satisfactory settlement In the course of the maneuvers the
Hotel Highland.
Mrs. J. A. Cummings. El Paso: J. C.
the Santa Fe Railway company double headed end started down the
Trj Las Vegas Record says: Fred with
injuries he sustained while In track, while the "decky," which was McClain and wife, Spokane. Wash .:
Schultz. the oldest fireman In point of for the
of the company's coaches at Min attached to the oposlte end, neglected S. A. Nallle, El Paso.
service on the division, who has been one
on the Santa Fe branch for some time neapolis recently. The coach was sud to follow suit. The result wag that
Grand Central.
much
past, will come up here and take the denly Jarred by another coach in mak the opposite pressure proved too
M. Hoffner.
L. Higbie. Colorado
empties and It wag tele
lee run as soon as he is relieved by ing a flying switch, and Mr. Hocken for one of the
Krause-Taylor
In a; twinkling, while the end Springs;
Co.
Fireman Bryan. He Is getting ready smith, who was leaning over one of scoped
a "freezer," filled with oranges, was
for promotion, as he is the next fire- the seats watching a game of foot ball, of
For
Over Sixty Years.
man to be called on the carpet for was internally injured. He received badly stove In. Besides this damage,
An old and well tried remedy.
the shock was sufficient to break the
elevation. Fred Is a Las Vegas boy, a check from the company for $900 as coupling
connecting the engine with
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has
naving oeen raised here, and all his a settlement of all claims against the
friends wish him success when he an railroad. Two hundred of this amount the last car, which greatly compllcat been used for over sixty years by milgoes to the attorney, leaving Mr. Hock- ed matters.
lions of mothers for their children
swers the call.
The result was a blocked track. while teething with perfect
success,
The Southern Pacific Is encaged in ensmith $700. Besides this the young which delayed
both overlands and lim It soothes
Imilding a trestle across a part of Salt
the child, softens the gums,
ited several hours.
wrecking
The
AND SO
Lane, me work has been stopped
crew from San Bernardino cleared allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
at one point, where the "bottom of the She Found How the Coffee Habit Could away the
debris and placed the track is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
iaKe has dropped out." They
have
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug
trim.
in
Be
Easily
Off.
Leu
dumped 1,000 carloads of rock without
'My husband had coffee dysnensla
gists in every part rt the world.
mailing any impression on the cavity for a number
SOCIETY
"ROASTED."
Twenty-fivof years," writes a lady
cents a bottle. Its value
or some years the waters of the
from Dundee, N. Y. "Coffee did not Henry Watterson Breaks Out in
s Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
great lake have been recedinar ran'rtlv agree
His
as
It
with
him
on
soured
his
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
New Year's Compliments.
but It has always been attributed to
and he decided to stop it.
Henry Watterson pays his compli- take no other kind.
me wunurawai of many of the tribu stomach,
we
some
reit
need
of
warm
the
ments to the 400 in another caustic
iary streams for Irrigation. Perhaps drink and tried
several things but editorial in the Louisville Courier-Journama
unu sprung a leak Instead.
Knights of Pythias.
were
soon
Finally
tired
of
them.
a
as follows:
George Turner, a colored Dorter friend told me of
Mineral Lodge, No. 4,
good
the
Postum
"Why look you, gentlemen. We shall
came near meeting his death In the Food Coffee had done
Knights of Pythias All
family, and I have on our hands next summer
her
vegas
not
i.as
yards Saturday morning
members are requested to
only his Belgian Hastiness, but. mayHe was hanging on the side of a car ordered a package from the grocer.
be present at their Castle
We have used it for three yars with hap, the crown princess and her
of train No. 34 as it was pulled into splendid
Hall on Gold avenue at 8
It agrees perfectly Frenchman and brother Leopold and
the yard and failed to notice a car with his result.
Btomach anu dyspepsia has his inamorata, whoever she may be.
cclocl: tonight Visitors
standing just in the clear on an oppoleft him. 1 find in talking to Boris was not a circumstance
welcomed.
site track, dashed against it with terri- entirely
to
these.
people
who have used Postum and not Newport will have to give two monkey
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
fic force and was knocked
liked it that the reason is that tney do dinners and have two
D. 3. PHILLIPS, K. of ft. & S.
to the ground. He was portersenseless
monkeys at each
on No. not let it boil long enough.
When pre- dinner.
8. leaving Albuquerque last night, but
New Rag Carpets.
In some way got left at Bernalillo so pared according to directions, it makes
"We morn our Oscar not the king
beautiful, clear, golden brown bev of Sweden and Norway, but hira of the
Made to order at my home, 1119
he caught No. 34. which was following erage
like the highest grade of coffee Waldort-Astoria- .
the passenger train and came into this in color.
Be sure the brunt South First street; also rug making.
city on it. When the train was pullwill ultimately fall upon him. Then Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
We
let the children have Poshim come the yacht races in August. After
ing Into the yards he got down on the
every morning and it agrees
thpm the yacht races the horse show. With
ladder on the side of the car, prepara- nicely
Freen Cut Flowers.
and they thrive on It. I am the king of the Belgians giving a state
tory to getting off, and was In that poIVES, THE FLORIST.
sure
that if everyone uKlni? cnfff dinner in the Astoria dining room up
sition when he was dashed against
a
the other car. While I1I3 injuries are would change to Postum that the per stairs, the crown princess and her
Orders taken for every known make
not serious, a bad cut on the forehead centage of invalids would be lar less suite in the south palm garden down of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
being the extent of them, his escape than it is at present." Name given by stairs, what will poor Oscar do?
Hardware cominy.
from death was miraculous. Record. ostum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
"And In the outer corridors, all the
It is easy to chanirn f mm (fo, in u.vorces,
sitting round murmuring to
Notice.
Postum and the benefit - a lira ami one
Resseguie's New Job.
Wouldn't it be JiiBt too
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
for Postum is composed only lovelyanother:
Many friends of C. F. lteuseguie, quick,
to
be her?' Why, bless you, we
former general superintendent of the of the grains intended by Nature for don't object to that sort of things in in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
...au
omiBiBienee
a
and
goi
it
to
work
Fe,
Santa
the least, not the least. We rather like orders, 5 cents up. Ill North First
will ,e pleased to learn in Nature s way
to rorrer-- th
it. It's all right if
that he has reci ived an important po- ders
within bounds. street.
by
coffee and rebuild the We Just don wantkept
sition with the Southern Pacific as su- brokencaused
it spread; that's
i
down
blood
perintendent of the Texas & New Orall.
WANTED Clean cotton rags for maen uny inai or I'OBtum will prove
leans railway, the Texas name for the this
"The smart set of the cast is like
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
to the most skeptical.
a fire In a certain district. The house
Price 4 cents per pound.

Paper
Patterns, 10o
None Higher

Leon B.Stern.propriltop

in
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NEARLY EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT THE LION 8TORE'S GREAT CHALLENGE 8ALE MENAS TO
THE CONSUMER. IT'S A MONEY-SAVINOCCASION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS, AND ONE TO WHICH
THEY RESPOND IN CROWDS WHENEVER WE MAKE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
PEOPLE FAMILIAR
WITH THE LION STORE KNOW THAT THEY CAN DEPEND ABSOLUTELY ON THE TRUTHFULNESS
OF EVERY 8TATEMENT IN OUR ADVERTISEMENTS.
, t
. ,

How Prices Have Been Cut and Slashed
FOR THIS EVENT IS CLEARLY SHOWN

e

t

BY

THE FOLLOWING

8AMPLE OF CHALLENGE BARGAINS:

Velveteen Einding

d

g

l,

ary 8th

Cosmopolitan

Weven Torchon Lace

Yellow Tickets

The

f,

uc

THURSDAY

The Store tho Pooplo Talk About

e,

light-heade-

CHALLENGE SALE

WILL CONTINUE TWELVE DAYS

in'

Santa

Commenced

ANNUAL

Men's Percale Shirts
Ladies' Muslin Gowns

ARE THE BARGAIN SIGNS.
IN JUSTICE TO YOURSELF
YOU
MUST
INVESTIGATE

THESE

OFFERINGS

CANNOT

OVERLOOK

25
39
29

All Wool Albatross

..

Baby Caps

YOU

h

AN

JQ

Bleached Muslin

.... 54

Finest Drapery Silk
Ladies' Seamless Hose

LIKC THIS.

Children's Vests and

48
7

This Space Don't
BEGIN TO TELL THE 8TORY,
10 TIMES THE 8PACE WOULD
NOT ACQUAINT YOU WITH
WHAT'S AWAITING YOU.
WHEN YOU 8EE THE CHALLENGE 8ALE VALUES YOU
CANT HELP BUYING.

Pants... 15

Other Bargains Fully as Great Await You
.at the Store.
THISHCITYEQUAL

MaUOrfer

T0

EVER

BEEN

KNWN

,N THE HIST0RY OF DRY GOODS SELLING IN

If Sent in Promptly, Will be Filled to the Best of owr Ability

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happi-

ness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
the WASHINGTON LirE INSy RANGE COM-

PANY'S combination bond policies.
It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
1L.

it has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after
the second
year which will protect your bond from lapse and you
from los.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the
service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You
can buy a 10, J 5

or

20-ye- ar

payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit
required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.

FOK COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF
THE BOND WRITE OR CALL UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY
JGen. Alan. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

.

NewTlexico

THE ALllUQUKRQUr.

1

report hag been exhausted for some

NEW: RAILROAD.

time. A resolution passed at the last
session of congress authorized a reprint of this document. lut as a complete revision of the text Is necessary
Good News for the Cochiti Mining and Hr. Salmon ami his assistants are
now busily engaged in fighting the foot
District in This County.
and mouth disease, it is impossible to
tell when the edition will be ready for
distribution. Very respectfully,
JAMKS NELSON, Secretary.
RAILROAD ANO

REDUCTION WORKS.

Company to Disband.
Company K, of Las Vegas. In to be
disbanded, owing to the lark of Inter
est shown by the young men of thai
city. To establish a compnny of Infantry that will tie a credit to the territory Is the earnest desire of the officers of the national guard. Captain
Da Costa has been authorized to recruit and perfect the organization. The
plan Is to limit the company to forty
members, preferring to have a smaller
number and make a well drilled organization.

The bulMiriB of the New MpxIco
Northern railroad, wh!ch Is a short
line from the Santa Ke near Thornton
tc the Cochiti mining district, and the
construction of a cyanide reduction
plant by the Alamo Heduction company on the Klo Grande some six miles

above Pena Manca anil a revival of
busy life In the little mining camp of
Wand are aRsured.
P. L. McKlnnie, president of the
above named companies, has returned
from Chicago, accompanied by his wife
and eld38t eon, O. L. MrKinnie, and
1 HE WRONG MEN.
he says that the new road will be in
operation In s'.x months, providing the Arrested at Kingman and Helbrook
building material can be secured.
Could Not be Identified.
The surveying Is practically finished
Officer Harry Cooper returned from
and draughtsmen are now making profiles and plats of the survey. The new Kingmcn and Holbrook, Ariz., where
road will leave the Santa Fe road he had been sent to Identify the one
about three miles above Thornton. It man held at Kingman and the three
will cross the plateau lying between men at Holbrook. Hut no one of the
the Santa Ke and the Rio Grande and four men In custody answered the de
strikes the valley and crosses the river scription of any of the men who es
near the north boundary of the Co- caped from the county Jail on New
chiti Indian reservation. It continues Year's day.
The man held at Kingman was sup
northwest, keeping close up to the
north side of the Bland canyon. It will posed to be Mason, wanted here lor
the very best mater- larceny. But as. Mason had been a
le constructed ofequipped
with Its own rested by Cooper-afte- r
he had robbed
ial and will be
rt'UIng stoc k.
the house of N. M. Rice, Cooper was
The
Allied with the railroad and reduc- In a position to 'Identify' him,
tion companies is the Alamo Consoil-lt.te- otner three men who had been arrestMin!ng company. This compa; ed by Sheriff C. J. Houck. of Holbrook,
iiy has secured control of the Wash- did not answer the description of any
ington, Crown Point, Hlack Oirl, Laura of the prisoners now at large.
8. and Ellen L. mining properties,
The police authorities are as watchwhich are the most Important proper- ful and diligent as ever and are hopeties of the Cochiti district.
ful of an early round-up- .
The surveying of the mining properties, both surface and. underground,
Delayed Marriage Item.
which was stopped some weks ago on
Morland, Kan., Jan. :). Mrs. Alsilon.
tho heavy fall of snow In the moun formerly of Gallup, N. M., and Joseph
tains, will be continued and finished Lutz, of Morland, Kan., were united In
next week
the holy bonds of matrimony Christ
Mr. McKlnnie said today that there mas day at the home of her daughter,
was an abundance of low grade gold Mrs. Ettle Stoupel. at 12 o'clock, after
producing ore In the Cochiti district which a bounteous dinner was served
nod all that has been holding its devel Her old friends and neighbors, thirty-fivopment back was the lack of proper
in number, witnessed the ceremarketing facilities.
Lack of water mony. Mr. Lutz took the crowd home
lias been the greatett obstacle to over and gave them an oyster supper. Mrs.
come. He says that his companies are Alsdorf arrived here Wednesday aftersure of success. The had the matter noon. Her old friends were surprised
of developing the Cochiti district un and well pleased to see her in their
der consideration for the past two midst once more. Mr. Lutz Is honest,
years. They have taken every objec- just and upright and a good citizen.
tionable feature Into consideration and We are glad to see him take tins step
made provisions to overcome all obsta- In life. He owns a good home to take
cles. By building their own railroad his bride to, and we trust their marthey are sure of cheap transportation. ried life will be happy. From one that
By having their own reduction plant was there.
and building It on the banks of the
REV. CUTSHALL.
Rio Grande they are Insured of an
Abundance of water and cheap reducFIRE CHIEFSHIP.
tion of their ore.
"These are no stock jobbing campa-nies,- "
said Mr. McKlnnie to a Citizen Thoroughly Competent Man From the
East will Be Engaged.
representative. "We have no stock to
Mayor Myers has already written to
elL Not a single share. The concerns
are strictly for private Investment. I the chiefs of fire departments of sev.nave come to New Mexico to stay un eral large eastern cities, asking them
tH the new road is built and our plants tw place him In commnnlcatlon with a
are turning out ore. We are sure of good competent fire manr capable 'of
raccess, becanr e" we have studied the chiefship, one who will devote bis en
nltuatlon thoroughly: We will have our tire time and attention to the fire sys
headquarters and, office in AlbuqueN, tem and management of the local fire
tltie until the road Is finished, whenr; department;, It 'is the general opinion
w
win move up unio our properties of the members of the city council and
My two sons. G. L. McKlnnie, who
of the business men of the city
rived here from Chicago with me Sat - that If the rttv- tR irnlnir tn hnva A
nrday night, and Ralph, who has been salaried fire chief It should at the
here since last summer, will remain same time secure a man who Is an ex
permanently in New Mexico and take perienced fireman, and who can
M active interest In our new invest- his entire time to the work. devote
.'
ments. I will probably return to
Barrett's Father Here.
A. Barrett, father of Robert Barrett,
A SAD MISSION.
the young man held in the county Jail
under the charge of assault with InAdolph Volght, a .Printer, Called to tent to kul, arrived yesterday morning
San Antonio, Texas, on Account
from the west. Young Barrett, with a
gang of shop boys, got mixed up with
of His Daughter's Suicide.
.Adolph Volght. a printer working in Watchman Nick Taliaferro, and Barthis city, has been called to his home rett landed him a fe wblows, which put
at San Antonio, Texas, by the tragic him out of business. It was at first redeath of his daughter, Julia, who com- ported that Taliaferro was suffering
mitted suicide near there the other from a skull fracture, but it lias developed that only a few bruises about the
day.
Miss- - Volght caused her untimely head resulted. The injured man is all
death by drinking the deadly carbolic right again and it is probable Barrett
will have his hearing in a few days.
acid.
I
-- Miss Volght
was & young lady with
many pleaBlng characteristics and her
JOHN KREBS.
friends were many. She was a student
at the city high school, from which she This Old Gentleman Found Dead in
would have graduated next spring.
Bed This Morning,
The reason why the young lady comJohn Krebs, the aged father of Mis.
mitted this rash act Is not known.
The young lady left the school last F. W. Heyn, was found dead this
Monday and boarded a car for home. morning in bed at the home of his
She was seen to leave the car and go daughter, about five miles south of the
Mr. Krebs passed his 9oth anniin the direction of a thicket, in which city.
ehe was found before death came, but versary January 1, 1903, and had been
all efforts to save her life were In vain. in excellent bealtn up to the time of
The body was discovered accidentally his sudden death. He went to bed as
and taken to tne morgue. The high usual last night, and seemed in the
school girls were the first to identify best of health,,
Mr. Krebs earue to New Mexico from
it as Miss Volght;, then the heart Michigan
over a year ago with his
broken mother.
The family is one of the most es- wife, who died New Year's day, 1 92.
teemed in the city and the death of the Besides his daughter, Mrs. F. W. Heyn,
beautiful daughter has caused wide- another daughter, Mrs. Crown, of Fort
Worth, Texas, two sons, Otto Krebs, of
spread sorrow.
Chicago, and E. S. Krebs, of Muskegon, Mich., are left to mourn the death
Supply Exhausted.
Washington, IJ. C, Jan. 6. The gov of their aged father.
The sudden and unexpected death
ernment publishes a book called "Diseases of the Horse" that is much in has filled the family with sorrow.
demand from farmers and people InPrecinct Election.
terested' In the horBe all over the naThe election of a justice of the peace
tion. Delegate Rodey has had many
applications for it, and as such appli- and a constable for every precinct In
cations are coming to him all the time, the county, Is being held today.
Small crowds have hung around the
be asks yon to publish following letter so that people may know that it is polling places of the city the greater
part of the day.
not to be had at the present time:
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon 250
Hon. B. S. Rodey, House of RepreDear Sir Replying to votes had been cast at precinct 2ti. The
sentatives:
our communication of December 30, contending candidates in this precinct
In which you request that a copy of are: For Justice of the peace, William
special report on diseases of the horse Borchert, rep.; Richard J. Sweeney,
te forwarded to you, I regret to state dem.. For constable, Jim Smith, rep.;
that the department's supply of this Mike Martiiwx. dem. Justice Borchert
was at the polls wearing a pleasant
smile. A vigorous fight Is being made
on James Smith, but regardless of this
to prevent pneumonia and consump- fact he is running smoothly..
At the same hour 235 votes bad been
tion Is to cure your cold when It first
appears. Acker's English Remedy will east in precinct 12. The candidates in
top the cough in a night, and drive this precinct are: For Justice of the
the cold out of your system. Always a peace, A, J. Crawford,; rep.; W. W.
quick and sure cure for asthma, bron- McClcllan, dem. McClellan ib alto runchitis and all throat and lung troubles. ning on the Independent ticket. For
If It does not satisfy you the druggist constable, Francisco Garcia, rep.; L. T.
will refund your money. Write to us Gum, dem. Some bard work is being
for free sample. W. II. Hooker & Co.. done by both parties in this precinct.
Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'lUelly Co. ant.
Subscribe for the CitUen.
JL H. Briggs A Co.
d
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BURNED.

BLANKETS

Man Takes Electric Light to
Bed With Him.
As the grey streaks of dawn were
slowly creeping over the niesn, and

Young

the day was quietly breaking, another
conflagration tc nn of one small quiet
act was witnessed by the actor only.
On cast Railroad avenue, two wliite
tents stand out' promint ntly In a vacant sandy lot. The3e tents are occupied by two voung men with up to
The conveniences and
date Ideas.
comforts of this two tented city was
complete with the exception of lighting, which were the old deserted kerosene lamp?. Th young gentlemen
held n conference and decided that
only the brilliant electric lights would
serve their purpose, nnd would mark
them ns progp sslve In the minds of
the public. Consequently each tent
was fitted with two incandescent
bulbs. It wan a wonderful Improvement, not only to ti:e bright minded
voung men within, but made a good
Impression on the nocturnal pedestrians as to tho brill'ancy and cleverness of the young pentlemen.
As you all know the nights are extremely cold nt this season of the
vear. especially as the shadows that
nvelop the earth are prolonged. As
one of the young men. who spends his
lays in a warm office poring over
facts and figure:), lay on his bunk shivering from the cold and penetrating
llr that had crept into the tent, his
thoughts began to wander around the
wonders and usefulness of electricity
th?n back to his cold and shivering anatomy. Suddenly he was struck by a
'nought, but not fatally Injured. Why
not use the Incandescent light for
heating purposes as well as for light.
Immediately the idea was put into action and turning on the light, which
wna fastened to a long string of Insulated wire, he took the bulb to bed
with him. The result was Just as he
ant'clpated. Just like steam heaters
and a furnace that eats tons of coal.
His face was covered with happy
smiles as the heat from the, little bulb
penetrated every inch of his body and
made him so cosy and warm. More
than thi3 the unnatural heat allayed
the frigid atmosphere and produced
peaceful slumber, which was soon
idestroyed.
He awakened with a start.
The
blankets were all in flames. Out into
jumped
atmosphere
frigid
cold
'he
ha
and threw the blankets out of the
light
dropped
from his
had
tint. The
hau ls as he dropped asleep and coming in contact with the blankets turned fire bug
of heating apparatus. As the morning dawned the
young man yawned, and with a cold
countenance he wished for the blankets which were now ashes.
He now sleeps without the electric
heaters and does not work his active
brain In the early morning hours any
more.
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
Is the value H. A. Tlsdale, Summerton,
S. C, places on De Witt's Witch Hazel

rSale Ten Million Boxes aJkYear.
stdfEOZt
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her last. His office Is contested. The
testimony In the contest case has been
heard and the caije is now under consideration by Judge McMillan.
The
election of the remaining county officials on the same ticket with 1'ino is
also contested and no bonds for these
have been approved by the Judge. It
was found by Judge McMillan that
had his
the probate clerk-elec- t
bond approved within ten days from
January 1, and had the same filed in
the office of the probate clerk and
recorder of the county, that all
his claims to the ofliee would be forfeited; further, that the county commissioners were required by law to
report such omission to the governor
of the territory and If they failed in
this duty, were liable to removal.
Hence the approval of the bond by the
Judge. There Is no such provision in
the cases of other county officials-elect- .

Playing Ball in California.
A letter from Fred Raj mer to Chas.
Quier from l.o.i Angeles tells that
Claude Lampmann. formerly of this
city, la now playing ball In the California winter league. L&mpman played for the past three or four seasons
In Albuquerque's second team, and for
a season was captain of the Wash-burnCalifornia's climate must be
a treat thing for making ball players.
Fred also says that he has signed
to play with Columbus In the American association next season. He was
not appreciated In Chicago, but made
good with a vengeance In California.

The Secret of Long Life,
Consists in keeping all the main organs of the body in healthy, regular
action, and in quickly destroying deadly disease gorms. Electric Bitters regulate stomach, liver and kidneys,
purify the blood, and give a splendid
appetite. They work wonders In curing kidney troubles, female complaints
nervous diseases, constipation, dyspepsia and malaria. Vigorous health and
strength always follow their use. Only
GOc, guaranteed by all druggists.

o
MUSIC LESSONS FREE.

4

s

Our green tag sale Is on again. Some
folks may think that's funny, but to
the thoughtful it is plain. It's because
we need the money.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Messrs. Moore and Nettlcton, who
managers of the
National Life & Trust company of Des
Moines, Iowa, are meeting with great
success in their work with this popular
company. These gentlemen have the
exclusive authority to appoint agents
and transact business for the company
in New Mexico.

If you are troubled
with Impure
blood, indicated by sores, pimples,

headache, etc.. we would recommend
Acker's Blood Edxer, which we sell under a positive guarantee.
It will always cure scrofulous or syphilitic poisons and all blood diseases. 60 cents
and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. 11.
Briggs & Co.

Hall & Learnard are offering big inducements to dispose of their stock of
high grade new and second hand organs. If it i imposstblo for you to
purchase a p ano for your boy or girl,
whom you desire to study music, you
will have your desires realized by considering the following proposition:
Hall & Learnard offer to sell their
entire stock of new and second hand
organs, from payments of $3 to $5 per
month, and the purchaser of every new
organ within the next ten days will be
given one term of music lessons free.
This proposition Is worthy of your
consideration.

are the authorized

CARNIVAL

MID-WINTE- R

El Paso, Tex., Jan. 13 to 17, 1903.

WARE

A long felt want has been filled in our store by an Invoice of over
$1,000 worth o' rattan rockers, divans, reception chairs, rattan tables and
office chairs.
Also a new lot of bed room chairs in oak, mahogany and
maple. Bed room rockers, too.
1
.

FURNITURE
We have a most complete line, and can furnish your house without
sending you from the room for anything.
From Kitchen to Parlor, for
the office, oddd pieces for your salesroom everything in Kurniture.
BEDDING.
This is the time you need good bedding.
We have Just
added to our stock a heavy assortment of woolen blankets, cotton blankets, comforts, sheets, pillow slips, spreads and pillows. We can fit you
out complete at a small cost.

O.W.STRONG & SONS
WE DON'T PUT THEM UP THIS
way, but we are specially equipped and
It
qualified to, fill your prescriptions.
is something we have been doing for
more than twenty years, and when we
started business on our own account a
little more than a year ago it was with
this end specially in riew. We have
both phones at a convenient desk to
take down at your doctor's dictation or
to take your own orders for prompt
delivery. We have the drugs, pure and
fresh and unadulterated, the facilities,
and last, but not least, the "know how."
Can we serve you?
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.
Colorado Phone 63.
-

For the above occasion tickets will
be sold via the Santa Fe, January 12
to 17 Inclusive, limited for return
January 19, at $10.00 for the round
trip.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.
S

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First 5treet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

More! Looks Best! Wears Longest!
Most Economical! Full Measure)

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
of the

BANKofCOMMERGE
of
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,
At the Close of Business, January

5,

1903.

St'

Resources.
$093,587
Ixans and discounts
7,788
Real estate
Furniture and fixtures .... 4,265
145,447
Due from other banks
111,784
Cash on hand

Shot Himself Accidentally.
Last Sunday evening by the accidental discharge of a 44 caliber revolver
that fell out of a bundle of blankets
which he was handling, Lazaro Chaves met with a serious wound that
may cost him a leg. The revolver
struck the floor, exploding the cartridge. Th bullet caught him In the
left leg, ranging upward, lodging In
the calf of the leg; one bone of the
leg was badly shattered.
Dr. Given,
who was called to attend the wounded
man, probed for the bullet, but was
able to find only about half of it,
which was removed.
Some twenty
years ago Mr. Chaves was accidentally
shot In the rlsht leg. Hillsboro Advocate.

$

'

'

Living Prices

27
98
97
79
85

j

72,400 00
37,745 44
852,729 42

Extra Bargains in Iron Beds,
Springs and Mattresses, and
especially in

JiSlpO

rail

$962,874 86

Liabilities.
Capital paid in
Undivided profits
Deposits

CHARTER

OAK

RANGES

$962,874 86

Hard Coal Base Burners
Soft Coal and Wood Heaters

Territory of New Mexico, County of

Bernalillo.
I, W. S. Strlckler, vice president and
cashier of the above named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and beiief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
Vice President and Cashier.
Sworn to before me this Cth day of

New Cent iry Comfort.
Millions ared ally finding a world of
Arnica Salve. It
comfort
kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever
sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
bolls and felons; removes corns and
warts. Best pile cure on eartb. Only
2bc at all druggists.

January,

1903.

Correct

Attest

EASY PAYMENTS.

IIS!!. Borradaile & Co.

SWS

R. M. MERRITT,

117 GOLD

Notary Public.
C. BALDRIDGE,
M. S. OTERO,

W. J. JOHNSON,

Ladies' Stride
Saddles
Boys' Burro
Saddles

Directors.

Judge McMillan Acknowledges Newly
Elected Probate Clerk of Socorro
County.
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, as presiding Judge of the court of the Third
Judicial district, at Santa Fe, last Friday evening approved the bond of B.
A. lino, probate clerk-elec- t
of Socorro
county, and tho bond has been sent to
I'ino for tile in the county clerk's
office. The bond is for $3,uui. l'lno is
one of the candidates elected on the
Independent republican and democratic tickets of Socorro county on Novem- -

Comparative

January,
January,
January,
January.
January,
January,
January,
January,

AVENUE.

:

J.

PINO'S BOND APPROVED.

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901

1902
1903

Increase
Deposits.

In

Deposits.

$150,683
$201,964
$284,401
$377,645
$481,118
$543,229
$709,286

47
32
41

66

Cowboy Saddles

24

09

i

f

.

.

.

m

"m

50

$S52 729 42

Special

Saddle
Agency, New Mexico and Arizona.

Home Comfort
Steel Ranges.
For Family, Iteatuarant and Hotel Use. Write
Us for Prices.
JPluinbliigTi Steam

and Hot Water Heating.

WHITNEY CO
WHOLESALE

17

and

WILLOW

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

o

113-115-1-

Little prices on little pieces of China useful, pretty, real China-ta- ble
things and mantel things. We have a complete ascortmont of open
You can buy what
stock patterns in dinncrware and every day ware.
you need, then fill In from tirre to time.
Compare these goods and prices
with ethers, and you will appreciate their vjlue.

CAW DY CATHARTI C

Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
20 years.
I tried many doctors and
medicines, but all failed except De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
me." It is a combination of the healing
properties of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and emollients; relieves and
permanently cures blind, bleeding
Itching and protruding piles, sores,
cut3, bruises eczema, salt rheum and
all skin diseases. J. H. O'Rielly & Co,
ond B. 11. Brigga & Co.

THE SURE WAY

CHINA WARE

I

1

Fouth First Street

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

I

Sale
Now On
Vehicles and

Harness
Lap Robes
Horse Clothin

,

Etc

J. KORBER

&C0.
Albuquerque, N.

M

t

y

M
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To nut the A chang such as ba9 liecn made was
stomach in per-- an essent'al necessity in a growing
lect working and progressive city like the Duke
order there is city.
nothing so good
an the llitiers.
BRACELET RETURNED.
It aid distention, regulates Lost but Now in Possession of Owner,
the lowels and
Who Shows .Hi Gratitude.
cures ;
a
As
reward tor returning to its
Billiousness,
owner a handsome and valuable braceNervousness,
let made of gold nuggi'ts, J. A.
Insomnia,
day clerk at the Alvarado, is
nuigrsuon,
good.
Dyspepsia and " $10 to tho
One day last week H. Paughorii. a
Liver temp aints-trial will gentleman residing at l.os Angeles,
convince von of passed through the city cn route home
nlle stopping at
from the east.
of its value.
Alvarado for lunch, he had tho misfortune to lose a much valued oracelct
composed of a number of gold nuggets
COLLEGE CHAMPIONS
gathered by himself. Mr. I'aughorn Informed the management of the Alvarado of his loss and as a consequence
of a search, the lost article was found.
The Mesilla Valley Girls Defeat Our The gentleman had continued his Journey hut had lelt his l.os Angeles address. The bracelet was forwarded to
! IncianiGir!s at Basket Ball.
him by Mr. Hazemetster, and In return
came a check for 110.

JUST RIGHT
'Tho Groceries you buy here nrc just right. J,
The best quality nt n fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Haze-rne'ste-

'

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MAllOY,

te

214 W. Railroad Ave

oooooo6k:oookoX3
QUAINT FIGURES
are pleasing In carpets for drawing
rooms, sitting rooms, libraries, etc.
Whether your choice Is the quaint or
the more modern, .we can suit you
"down to the ground" rathe the
floor. Our patterns nro so many and
varied that you are sure to be satisfied
with some of them. But the best way
Is to see the designs, feci the carpets.
We are receiving our new spring goods
now. Don't fall to see them before
purchasing.

SCORE LARGE

8S

Futrelle Furniture Co.
Street

ad

Gold Avenue-

-

ABOUT THE BEST MEAT IN TOWN

are you? Here's the place to stop
no better further on, lots not as good,
perhaps. Every judge of good steaks
and roasts; soup and stewing meat;
beef, mutton, lamb, pork, ham and
poultry will endorse the statement
"FARll'S meats are all right."

Wm. Farr

C0

s

A Happy New Year to

all my patrons, and the
whole world at large.

0

flaynard,
a

V

t

the Jewel'
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Planing flill Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mall Orders Solicited.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

COKfOi000000

fl

THIKD STKEET

Meat Market
All kinds

ot

iresh

SftiM

and San Meats

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

AMERICAN

TT T T

TZ

JLJ.

SILVER
TRUSS.

LJ

iTV.

N. THIRD BTRrTh,

T i T71
TJ
JL
IT J2j,

PRESCRIPTIONS I
Mcirr.

Mutual Telephone 43.
No. 203 West Railroad Avenue

COOL.

Eaty to Wear.
Retain!
Severest
Hernia
Jwiiii Comfort,

Ho pre&sure oo
llipior Back.
Kounderatrapv
Never mover,.

Albuquerqu, N.

I

e

mm
Brandies.

"

11.

120 W.

LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all
.

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
tioodt.
Sola

Parts

stent for 5an

Antonio Lima.

of the City.
7

North Third Street

3

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting,
House Furnishing Good.

HONEY TO LOAN
Pianos, organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM 110 UPWARDS. One H
to twelve months time Is given. a
Wl.jout delay and strictly private. a
Goods remain in your possession. GET
a
OUR RATES before borrowing.
M
PRIVATE OFFICES,
H
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

Curtain, Blanket and

On Furniture,

Our Prices Crush

..COMPETITION..
W simply will not be beaten
in price by any Carpet store In

town.
It' a matter of pride with us,
well a of business and
money making, to sell as low as
anyone, and we give better value
for trie same money. Large buying, large telling tell the tale of
our success.
We have Ingrain Carpet from
25c per yard upwards.
Brussells Carpet from 50c per
yard upwards.

WANTED.

Housekeeper and cook for
family of two. Apply 501 North
Second street.
WANTED A girl to wait on table.
Apply at 303 South First street.
A lady teacher for young
WANTED
girl, home In the country. State
salary expected, anu give full Infor
mation as to age. former occupation, H
experience In teaching and health; a
also If married, widow or single.
xxxTxxxixxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxi
txxxxxxxxxxxxx
Comfortably home to the proper per
son. Heiereiu es desired. Audress,
"OLD RELIABLE
"H. A. B.," core The Citizen office. ,,
ESTABLISHED 8;8
WANTED Girl to do housework. In
quire at 321 South Second street.
WANTED To buy second hand safe,
show cases and wall cases. Apply
to 119 North First street.
WANTED A woman ot mature habits to do general housework in small
family; no objection to small child.
Carrie the Lergaet
Flour, 0 rain
Address A. B. C, this office.
and float Eitaaaive
Block ol
A'ANTED
An experienced assistant
and Provisions.
Staple Groceries
bookkeeper; one having knowledge
Car lets specialty.
tou ad aoathwast.
of the Spanish language preferred;
chance for promotion; none but capFARH AND FREIGHT VVAOONS.
able men need apply. Write to or
Railroad Avenue
Albuuueraue
call on The John Becker Company,
WANTED

L B. PUTNEY.

ER

FOR SALE Side saddle and bridle.
413 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Young driving horse and
harness, cheap. 722 South Broad'
way.
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this

CARNIVAL
EL PASO. TEXAS

January 13t0 17, 1903

WHOLESALE GROCER

SHIP YOUR PELTS .TO BEARRUP BROS. &

CO.

For the above occasion ticket
will be sold via the Santa Fe,

FOR RENT.

CO.

J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers .....
ALBUQUERQUE,

!

P0OO)OO)Ca
00OtX3XCCCCCSK3K)

ZEIGER CAFE

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS, watches and

silver novel
ties at factory prices. Money refund

ed It not satisfactory. Send for illus
trtted catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
New York city.
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
trlNrST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WlNrtS A
The Coolest and Hight Qrad of Lager
rvd.
Flnect and Best Imported a id Domestic Cigar

i

COGNAC.

" ",lA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U

S.

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pek- a

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds.
A B. McMillan.
Ueti

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
will Interest every clothing

.

n

.nihr,ur

rrpiiMl.

rJIMiliMI'uu. t:requeat7.V

Circular

Subscribe for the Citizen.

"'.4VK

uyer in town.

I

winter stock out of the house if prices will do

am bound to move my

it

Can't tell you much

about It here, but

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:
s

$20

and $23 Suit for

$16

and

$18

Suit for

$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

saM

sm

Baas)

bmsbbb

bibm ...

iBMMsaB

H
J

'

$15.00
11.50
0.00
7,00

$20

and $25 Overcoats for

1G.50

$18

Overcoats for

$12

and $15 Overcoats for

12.50
0.00

MEN AND WOMEN.
'm Hill ii for unnatural

aot le

fi

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors'

office.

FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
street, Stiong block.

uk.

a.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

FOR RENT 1 furnished flat, also a
furnished restaurant. Inquire 113
North Third street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, with bath connections; lady,
not sick. 511 West Marquette.
FOR RENT The Grant hall on West
Railroad avenue for dances and entertainments. Inquire of Mrs. Rosa
Berry, 208 West Lead avenue,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
Skinner's grocery, 20G WeBt Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Barn, centrally located;
large enough for two horses, cow
and buggy. Inquire at The Citizen

n. i

NEW MEXICO

Leather Rugs, Moccasins and Other Desirable Articles,
of Home Manufacture for CHRISTMAS Presents ; ;

office.

FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at tho citizen offce.
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good' for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The CIU
sen, AlbuQuerque, N. M.

and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Is the
place to get them, as we get them in nearly every day of the year, and
ell almost as fast as we get them.

2

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

FOR SALE.
HID-WINT-

in your Prescriptions

J

faber.

ALBERT

e

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Ail classified advertisements
Note
or ra''--r "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, IS cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

super-intendenc- y

Now is the time when you need

ELMO

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTm

Loewenstein Here and Talks
About San Marcial.
Leo Loewenstein, a prominent merchant of San Marcial, is in the city
for the day. He says that J. A. Harlan, former superintendent of bridges
and buildings on the Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe. has secured the
contract for the building of the new
Santa Fe depot at San .Marcial. Mr.
Harlan was notified on Thursday last
that his bid for the building of the
new depot had been accepted, and on
Helen, New Mexico.
receipt of the good news immediately
ordered the necessary material. The WANTED 3 young men from Albuawarding of this contract giving the
querque and vicinity at once to prebuilding of the new depot to the
pare for positions in the government
of Mr. Harlan, Is quite a
service. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
compliment to that gentleman, considInst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
ering that the company has a number
of superintendents
of bridges and WANTED Ten men in each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute sambuildings already In Its employe. The
ples and circulars of our goods. Salpeople of San Marcial are much
pleased.
ary $G0 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chi-cago- .
Midnight Thieves.
Thieves are playing havoc at the
Presbyterian mission, school on the WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here in Albuquerque.
mesa Just north of the city, and SuperAddress at once, with references, Alintendent Ross is after them.
Last
Thursday night they went through the
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
cellar door and purloined 500 pounds
Ohio.
of flour, fifty pounds of coffee, and a WANTED
Men to learn barber
lot of other household supplies. They
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
carted the goods off In a wagon, as
experience In one month than shops
fresh tracks were seen around the
In one year. Abundance of practice,
building the next morning. Last Sat
qualified teachers, tools presented,
urday night one of the school's horses
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
was stolen from the barn, and evident
ly ridden to the mountains. The aniand positions when competent. Quick
mal was found yesterday afternoon In
and practical method. Our system Is
Coyote canyon.
well known. Established In 1893.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
Use Sedgwick creamery butter, 35
San Francisco, New York, Chicago,
cents pound, the best renovated butter
If you want to be a barber write,
27
cents pound. SAN JOSE MARKET.
Moler System Barber College Rep
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
Leo

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

DEALERS IN

Old Phone 847

DEPOT.

to

AND CLUB BOOI.

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

o

SAN MARCIAL'S

They Are "Avenue."
Street Commissioner Martin Tler-ne- d
January 12 to 17 inclusive, limwas out with his little hammer
today knocking down the old street
ited for return January 19, at
signs, anil tacking In their nlnro slena
which read "Avenues." The city fath- - j H $10.00 for the round trip.
ers have already had their say and
have done their duty to encourage the '
public adoption of a system of street
F. L. Myers, Agt.
naming which will greatly facilitate
the citizens in many ways when it
somes to directing and being directed.

Finest

Wines, tie.

Try a 50c bottle of Horhlne, notice
the Improvement speedily effected In
your appetite, energy, strength and
vigor. Watch how it brightens the
spirit, gives freedom from indigestion
and debility.
Isaac Story, Ava, Mo., writes: Sept.
10th, 1900. "I was in bad health. 1
had stomach trouble for twelve
months, also dumb chills. Dr. J". W.
Mory prescribed Herblne, it cured mo
in two weeks. 1 cannot recommend
it too highly. It will do all you claim
for it." Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

TH 1ST.
Whisk!,

perma-

nently cured by using Mokl Tea. a
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation and indigestion, mal.es you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. 25c and
50c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo. N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
O'Rielly & Co. and B. H. B'iggs &
Co.

EMIL KLEIN WORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

Special Correspondence.
La
Cruces, N. M.. Jan. 11. The
winning of the basket ball game be
tween the crack Indian school girls
of Albuquerque and the girls of the
college here last night has sot the col-lecircles in a whirl of delight. Although the score of 26 to 2 might give
the impression that the game was one
sided, It was not so as the little Indian
girls were In the game from start to
finish and were gnme to the end. Many
who have followed the results of the
games that the two teams have played
and who predicted in favor of the Indian girls on the basis of comparative
scores were taken fully off their feet.
The hard work the college girls
have put n the last ten days In developing their team work to a point
per
of almost perfect machine-likfection did wonders in bewildering
their opponents and In drawing the
guards away from the forwards. Time
and time again the college girls would
work the ball to a corner of the field,
drawing ail tho players with them
and then with a sudden whirl the ball
would be sent into an almost open
field and into the hands of Flossie
Foster, who would deliberately toss
the ball to the basket for a goal. Cap
tain ' Flossie never put up a better
game before and with her nimble lit
tie pardner. Forward Ruth Coleman
the college has two forwards who are
hard to match. Sarah Meyers, center,
seemed to be everywhere at the same
time. Although unsuccessful In the
two or three trys at goal her quick
and sure passing of the ball made It
possible for the ball to reach the
hands of Miss Foster for the scoring
of two points. The effective work of
Misses Evans and Ford, as forwards.
prevented the scoring several times
by the Indians and kept the goal out
of danger most of the time.
The Indian girls put up a very pretty game, but not as strong a game as
last year, it seemed to be an off night
with them. One could see from the
ease and skill with which they handled the ball whenever in their posse.
6lon that basket ball was not new. to
them and had they been at home or in
usual form the story might have been
different; although it was stated by
one who has seen all the games of the
various teams in the territory that
never before had he seen the equal
in the team work of the college girls.
The game passed off nicely and was
exceptionally clean and free from
fouls, the college girls making four
and the Indians one.
Mr. Travis and Mies Bush of the Indian school served as umpire and
scorer.
Professor Wooton, Messrs.
Miller, Olinger and Case acted as umpire, referee, timekeeper and joint
scorer, respectively, for the college.
The girls have worked long and
faithfully for the championship and
frofessor Wooton. who has coached
them this year, should be well pleased
that the girls carried off the honors so
well ana prettily.

jlek headacne aDso'utely and
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If Ur.well.
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West EnJ Viaduc:
Cor. 8econd

BJT LIVELY GAME.

1

.;..M.

MANDELL.,..

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque,
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SANTA FE.
From the Now Mexican.
C. W. Dudrow Is conflncd to his
home by illness.
Mrs. A. R. Gibson, who has been ser.
tously Indisposed during the past two
weeks, is Improving.
Mrs. W. R. Price returned after an
extended visit in New York state and
in Washington. She returned via New
Orleans.
Governor and Mrs. Otero and son,
Miguel, are expected to reach home
from their eastern visit on Wednesday
evening of this week.
Senator W. II. Andrews has left
Washington, and will reach Santa Fe
from his Washington visit about the
middle of the: week.
Mrs. Stevenson, of Denver, mother
of Mrs. J. L. Seligman, is expected to
arrive in town in a few days for a
lengthy visit with her daughter.
J. Leahy, territorial district attorney for the counties of Colfax and Union, was here on legal business.
Miss Emily A. Walter has returned
from a protracted visit with her parents in South Bethlehem, Pa.
F. t. Prlndle. of Washington, of the
engineer's division for the Indian department. Is here on official business.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmerson Clark, of
Gunnison, Colo., arrived on the Denver & Rio Grande train to spend some
time in Santa Fe. They come on a
pleasure trip and are delighted with
the sights and scenes of the city.
Former Governor A. H. Burke, inspector of surveyor generals' and land
offices, has been In the city ail the
week on official business inspecting
the affairs of these offices here. He
visits here once a year for these duties and always enjoys his visit in the
capital very much. l!o Is a very efficient officir. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McBroom, of
Colorado Spring, have been in the
city on a visit to Hon. and Mrs. Chas,
F. Easley. Mrs. Easley being a sister
of Mr. McBroora. They were residents
of this city about twelve years ago,
moving thence to Colorado, where
they now reside on a ranch owned by
them near Colorado Springs. Mr. McBroom was for about eight years a
United States deputy surveyor connected with the surveyor general's office, and is well known all over the
territory, having made many of the
surveys In different sections of New
Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. McBroom will
leave for their home on Monday, having enjoyed their visit here greatly.

....ANNUAL....
of the

Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen

Is Positively Curable.
Interview with the pioneer mnu(cturer, N.
Spsuldlng, president of tbe Spauldlog San
Company, San Francisco.
Q We are told a member of jour family iraa
tired of a case that the doctors pronounced
Bricnl's Disease, although It la believed to U
incurable t
Co rect.
A. That
Q. Dou'l juu think the fuctt ought to b.
known
A. Yea. ir it w ill help anyone clue you may
say that a cure wan nV led.
VI
You kuy phytic Una bad diugnosed the
ease n I'ritfhl'o Disease I
A. Severul hnd. They told us the condition
waa critical, wiirn my brother, who hud been
helped by the ullon Compound, tuld u of it,
ana i "ui mr n.
4 Wan it long before a change waa noted t
A. In ti few aeeka the Improvement
M
marl;eil
Tee klet-a bettor, aud t ere wan
V il return to hi ulih. ulihouvh it waa a
afiai
year U ( re we considered the cure full a d
W
K'row of any other casee t
Njujwpiof theu. I'm sure I. told scores
A
about u.
y Were then- - auy failures f
A.
now of none where it waa taken In
teupou.
SI f 'am jru recall tiny irttiv dual cures t
A
Scleral. J told a:i Kngl sh acquaintance
about it. He beau to meed nod ultimately
and took a supply ol the Compound
with hhn on his remru to hhKluud. 1 cousitlcr
it u cure ( i Hrti. hl's iilseuse when taken la
time. It oi..-Lot to tie permits d to die w ith
s
Its sired cil coverer, and 1 am plad to Sue
Lien me go.tg to perpetuate U.

W.

n.

When in Albuquerque it will interest
you to visit the Navajo Blanket
partment of

De-

NEW MEXICO AND NEW YORK,
of Navajo Blankets

and Indian Goods in the world,

ADVERTISE

INDIGESTION

Is the cause of more discomfort than
ny other ailment.
If you eat the
things that you want and that are good

r you, you are distressed. Acker's
jyspepsla Tablets will make your digestion pertict and prevent dyspepsia
and Its attendant disagreeable symptoms. Tou can safely eat anything at
any time. If you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
Money refunded if you are not satis-deSend to us for a free sample.
Thermometers
are going down.
'.V. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
I. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs There's no demand for Ices. The biggest
tumble in the town, however, are
Co.
our prices.
Kay is dangerously ill.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Miss Merceda Baca, grand daughter
.
Jote-Aof
Baca, is recovering from a
DEM I NO.
surgical operation.
Joshua S. Raynolda and son. Jack,
are in New York City, where they will A Fw Pointers About a Good Town In
be joined shortly by Mrs. Raynolds,
Southern New Mexico.
who, in company of Jack, will make a
Keep your eye on uemtng.
tour of Europe.
has Just baen Incorporated.
During her recent trip east Miss Deming
Deming, the coming city ot New Mex
Maud Harrison attended a family re- ico,
union prior to the marriage of her sisDeming has a magnificent school sys
ter. Miss Anna, which takes place tem.
next month.
Deming, the rsfllroad center of New
C. H. Sporleder is wearing a pleas-ante- r
Mexico.
grandpa
look than usual. He is
Deming,
gateway to the best part of
for a second time, a little girl having Old Mexico.the
appearance
family
in the
made her
of Deming! Don't overlook it if you are
his Bon, Walter, at La Junta.
looking for a safe and paying lnveatment.
MiLopez,
of San
Jose L.
Deming, the seat of the new county of
guel county, and probably one of the Luna.
younger
generation
best known of the
Deming la the great mining center of
of 'New Mexico business men, has as- the southwest.
busisociated himself with Santa Fe
Deming water la chemically pure-equness men, and has Incorporated a lum- to Polan springs.
company,
style
and
title Deming has increased 60 per cent in pop
under the
ber
of the Santa Fe Lumber company.
ulation In four year.

water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Deming lots will double
and treble In one year.
Deming has now a large Ice plant and
electric light, system under contract.
In Deming the demand for rental
houses Is Ave times in excess of the supDeming

ply.
Deming has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gardens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Deming good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Deming you can buy lots at 1100
which will pay you 100 per cent in less
than twelve months.
In Deming another good hotel is needed
to accommodate the enormous increase of
population.
Deming Is a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Deming will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Deming cheap now, with cer-

tain advance assured?
Agricultural lands in Deming are unsurpassed for fertility, production of frulta

and vegetables of all kinds.
Deming offers the same opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities In the
west offered several years a pro.
Deming needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
Deming ships over 100,000 head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.

GROSS, KELLY & CO.

1

(Incorporated)

1 MIME

-

sHBp ill

1

bust-Bes-

I

mi

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

!..

.

50x142

We make toe Dest aoor and window
screens. They are far superior to any
Houses at
made in the east at the same price.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
o
ETA, N. M.
Bring In your tinware and have It
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company

Pennyroyal pills The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue,
t

o

Penlnsuj.v baD beaters burn less
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
rooms. Whitney Company.
Have your noiiRe wen ventilated by
using a Peninsular
base brrner.
Whitney Cjinpany.

tUMUM JLt ItUM
I The New England
All

BAKERY

3

F. W. MOHLMAN,

jjj

Mgr.

uur pastry it unexceiiea.
Braed, Rolls, Pies and Cakes
Fresh Every Day.
We solicit your patronage

Automatic 'nhone E5fi.
220 South Second St
Opposite the postofflce.

oj

5

1

S

The Union
Market
207 West Gold Avenue.

18c, 28c, 38c

205 South First Street, opposite Santa
Fe Depot.

held that a wife had the right to carry
a latch key, did less to drive husbands
to melancholy than has been done by
h!s contemporaries of the three decls- ons here discussed. He gave liberty
on the one hand; they snatch it on the
other, 'ine question arises: In view
of her growth in privileges among in
terests plainly material, what does
woman want of a little thing like the
voting franchise, which represents to
her at best but a form and theory?
New York Herald.

ven-

Tin, gatvamzea
iron ana copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware comps
03.

five-roo-

EXPEDITION OF

The largest stock

The Peninsular 13 a heater and
tilator. Whitney Company.

COLOMBO HALL

THE HYDE EXPORING

Burns, cuts,
Monarch over pain.
sprains, stings.
Instant relief. Dr.
Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug
store.
Unequal Rights in Wedlock.
One by one, under the merciless in
terpretations of modern law, the hus.
liiififl
bands of the land are being stripped
of privileges and exclusive powers. In
St. Louis, as recently noted, a wife
was upheld who searched the pockets
From Fortof her
land, Maine, comes the decision that
the woman who took her husband s
pockQtbook from beneath his pillow
did that which could not ue cauea
stealing. And right over in Newark
N. J., a Judge declares that no man
can stop a woman from talking, be It
ever bo much too much, so long as she
confines her conversational exercises
to her own home.
These legal pronouncements predt
cate a shifting of ...ie burden of un
emial rights as between the sexes,
They leave a man few rights which
woman is bound to reBpect after mar
riaire. and these leave him also with
no earthly chance to get even. He can
c1!ral works aeree tht Prlpht'a Disease not go through his wife's pocket, for
and l'U.t.'t are incurable, but W iwr cent, are belns a man. he can't find it. He can
posit Uclr recoveribir under the rulton tornplaow a poo.
pounds. (L'oiubiuu forms of kidney complalut not take from under the
and rheumatism offer bnt short resistance
ketbook. which no woman puts there
M&U4
la tlk! fcu'l iirilil inaiAilto r,
frlce. l (or the llrlght'a Disease and II U) for when a whole china closet full of cov
3
with tttue rihbatt. 1 itko tw uthcr.
oxnpound. John J. fr'ulton U9-the Diabelio
ered dishes is handy. And if he can
tuu lijga-,-r x'tl lt. la
llwr.sb Uui
poundere. tree tests made for natleuU. l
not stop the partner of his joys and
ten la rat, Twl tniU
iui" f I 'mt
kattl
m ltr.
fur l.utliv
ecripuv. pampuiui suaueu iroo.
r
Kllr
lars from talking, unquestionably be AT
.um
tluil.
lun
I LIeh
lraj..al..
I l.e.b..l I J
J. H. O RieUy & Co.. Sole Agents, will be unable to talk back.
1U4IM4 l,aart, 4'UitA-- '
The western justice who recently KUUiUljl.
Albuquerque.
t-

FOR RENT 1 furnlBhed house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
Tor the Benefit of Sick
stable, up to date; Third street
and Disabled
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Brothers.
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
...Berry-Divlbrick, East RailOrchestra...
road avenue; $18 per month.
Oentlemin lih
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Udics.f 1.00
Lewis avenuo and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
ONE WEEK STARTING
locations.
HONDAY, JANUARY 12th FOR
SALE Fine place;
Mr. Otto Krauee presents the versitlle
frame house, corner Third street
and Baca avenue; price, $1,600.
actor,
FOR SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
JACK C. TAYLOR
and
in every respect; 8
Supported by the
rooms and bath room; brick sideKRAUSE-TAYLOBIG COMPANY
walk, Bluher system, on corner.
R
Price, $5,500.
All New Playsl Entire Change of Bill FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 50x142
Nightly Special Scenery and Effeet. Price, $1,100.
Bright,
fects!
Clever
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
Specialties.
Hazeldine avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead avePEOPLE'S POPULAR PRICES
nue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick house.2 lots
60x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
Ladies Freel A lady and gentleman
or two ladles will be admitted for one FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
paid 35c ticket on Monday night onlyH at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
If purchased before 6 p. m. Monday.
Gold avenue.
Seats on sale Saturday morning at FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner
Coal
Matson's book store.
avenue and Third street.
p.
Saturday
2
Matinee
m.
at
FOR SALE 25 acres on Nurth Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
MONDAY NIGHT,
sell for part cash and balance at 8
A TRUE KENTUCKIAN
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conIN
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
NEWSPAPERS
cement sidewalks and lawn.
MAGAZINES
FOR SALE On North First street,
TRADE PAPERS
WftfTK Won RAT
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
TO
for $1,100; can be b mght on InstallCURTIS NEWHALL
CO.
ments if purchaser desires.
lOt ANOILia, CALIFORNIA
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
O
Nothing will be more appreci- - O
North Fourth street.
0 ated by your wife or girl than one O FOR
brick house and
0 of those beautiful black dress pat- - .0 bath SALE
good
room;
chicken
your
purse.
to
suit
0 terns. Prices
0 house, wind mill and stable,
and plenty
0 LION STORE.
0 of good water. Price,tank
$1,800. This
is a snap.
We are sola agents for 'Wheeler & FOR SALE: Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x112
Wiison sewing machines. Albert Fa
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
SALE! Fine
brick house,
No tuberculosis rjreservailae or col FOR
North Fourth street; bath room;
oring In Matthews' Jersey milK
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
o
F. A. Jones, e. M., C. E.
walks.
Consulting Mining Engineer
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surrej
good, highly cultivated land, with
Albuquerque, N. M.
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Correspondence solicited.
Good house and stable. The place
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al
is in a fine location, near Mountain
buquerque Hardware company.
Road; was formerly called the Mid-ral- e
property; will be sold cheap.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
good lodging; and boarding house.,
company.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with oath room, furnished; in HighW. L. b rackett & Co.,
lands; splendid location; trees, stathe new blacksmiths on Copper ave
ble, lawa, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
nue, between Second and Third streets,
cash $50j, balance on installments
have received a new rubber tiring
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
machine and guarantee their work.
until paid.
Tbey do horseshoeing as a specialty.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
Plumbing.
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
We have added a plumbing depart
and all modern improvements, In a
ment-antin shop to our business.
fine location. Price, 6,500.
When you have anything in this line FOR Si.LE The Kimball place, on
to be done see us about it before plac
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
ing your order. Albuquerque Hardfine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
ware company.
Price, $2,250.
FOR
SALE $1,000, house and lot on
No.
Mrs. Bambini, at Her parlors.
Third street, between Tljeraa roaa
05 South First street, over the Hyde
and Marquette avenue; good locaExploring Expitlon store, is prepared
tion for business.
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
FOR
SALE Beautiful corner near the
corns,
dressllng,
treat
bunions
hair
park, on West Copper avenue, good
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas
brlcK uouse, with all modern imsage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
provements and will be sold cheap.
Bambini's own preparations of comurlck house near
plexion cream builds up the skin and FOR SALE
shops, with good stable and other Imimproves the complexion, and are
provements, on a corner; will be sold
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
at a bargain.
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
FOR
SALE Fine brick house near
prevents
dandruff and hair falling
and
corner ot Seventh and Roma avenue,
out; restores life to dead hair; rewith 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
moves moles, warts and superfluous
frame house on
hair. Give her a trial. She also has FOR SALE1
$1,000; good lostreet;
North
Fifth
very,
fine
powder,
a
tooth
which she
cation.
guarantees to be free from all metallic
fine corner lots on
substances. It perfumes the breath, FOR SALE Some
West Coal avenue; also some good
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
ranches for sale.
clean and white. It Is highly recomSALE $2,750, lodging and boardmended by all first class dentists. Al- FOR
ing house in a good location and censo a face powder, a freckle cure, and
trally situated, near depot and shops.
pimple cure, and pile cure. All ot
FOR
SALE 3 lots corner New York
vegetapurely
are
preparations
these
avenue
and Seventh street.
trial,
ble compounds. Give her a
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
Automatic telephone 490.
1

LAS VEGAS.

Disease

Interest

Honday Evening
Jan. 19, 90 j

Don't let the little ones suffer from
.ozema, or other torturing skin disNo need for It. Doan's Olnt-nen- t
cures. Can't harm the most deli-tat- e
skin. At any drug store, 50 cents.

Briht's

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Money to Loan on uood Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

.Colombo Hal?..

eases.

From the Record.
Manuel Tapia, manager of La Voz
Publica, of Santa Rosa, and a printer
long connected with the press of this
city, passed his 41st mile post in the
span of life the other day; but he says
there is not a solitary soul to remember him, with the exception of his sister. But he doesn't grumble, for such
Is the life of the poor printer.
C. M. Moore, of the Moore Lumber
company, has contracted for the entire output of the Hot Springs Lime
company, and has arranged for direct
telephone connection with the kiln.
Although be now has a corner on the
lime market, Mr. Moore does not intend to raise prices, but will leave
them remain as heretofore, being satisfied that he will secure enough business to repay him for his trouble by
the promptness with which orders will
be attended to.
At the annual meeting of the Business Men's Protective association the
following board of directors was elected: James A. Dick, James O'Byrne,
R. J. Taupert, C. P. Boucher, Ike Davis, Charles H. Sporleder, C. D. Winters, M, Greenberger and Thomas Hay- ward. The directors will elect their
own officers as soon as It is convenient to hold a meeting. The only other business was a few slight changes
In the
The regular monthly
meeting of the association was set for
Monday
the second
in each month.
From the Optic.
The baby of Mr. and Mrs. John Mc

HEAL
ESTATE
COLUMN

BALL

Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware a. the Albuquerque Hard
ware company's store. . It is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware evac
seen in Albuquerque.

212 W.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
AH patrons and friends cordially invit
ed to islt "The Iceberg.'
Lunch li
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.

000000000
O000000O0
Vou know and everybody else 0
O

0
0
0
0
0

knows that our stock of black
silks Is beyond comparison. Our
prices do all the talking. LION
STORE.

0

0
0

0

0000000000 000000000

feet;

$1,500.

FOR SALE
house. North Sec
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
FOR SALE
frame house on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close in;
brick house and stable, modern im
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Goo1 location; cheap.

E. H. DUNBAR,

WM. GOETTING & CO.,

Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausago making a specialty.
1882

1902

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Oooas. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second Street.

Hllsboro

Creamery

Butter Beat on
Earth.

Orders Solicited.

Free Delivery

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER.
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75

per

ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Telephones:

Automatic,

and

416

267; Bell, 45.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS
REGULAR

THE

IN

CITY.

MEALS, 25c.

Short Order at Any Price.

W.'L TRIMBLE &

CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper tvenue
Horses and Males bought and exchang
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed ana
Vransfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
AddTess W. L. TRIMBLE fc CO,
Albuouerque. N. M.
New Phone 152

Old Prone 59.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments
Office and parlor

ill N. Second

THESoutnARCADE
First Street
311

FRANK VAJO, Proprlstor.

The best of liquors served to patrons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
CpCXXXXXXXXXXJOOOCXXXDOOOOCO
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Telephone Service
TOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIAOLEI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.

oooooooooooccxxxaxxncco
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Winer salt

Officials of American

Midc at

WilllUl

;
THE TAILOR

Iff
DEVDE'S

READY

216
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Albuquerque
PAIN

Gallon covers sou Square
TWO COATS

On

Anheeser DBiiLsch

WMT TIMBER

Second St.

- MIXED

Feet

.Faimtcr's &UPTLC3.

See the Prii.ce sue the Goods.
Single buggy harneia SC.OO to 920.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
915.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc

Th os F. Keleher
Mbuquerque

406 Railroad Ave

J. A. SKINNER

"H

World's

JSSRT

Brewery

1

Leading

'

1

1

J

l9lll9jI9

1

1 HTl

CI

1

Barrels
of Beer
.

jj

Fancy Groceries
PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON BAILING, Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding
E07

:

Cake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
Albuquerque, N.
8. First St.,

M

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
113

West Railroad Avenue.

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.
1

M

ELECTRIC
PROOF,
FIRE
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
SANITARY
BATHS AND
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN
GEO. E. ELLIS,

EVEN

ON

SECTIONS.

E. F. Allen, of Cleveland. Ohio, chairman of the executive committee of the
hoard of directors of the American
Lumber company; D. W. C. Men-lam- ,
of Chicago, of the law firm of Merrlam
& Kucliler,- who is the legal advisor of
the company, and who is also a director, and Ira B. Bennett, of Detroit, who
is general manager, were In Santa Fe
last Friday In consultation vim Solicitor General K. L. Rartlett and Land
Commlrslouer A. A. Keen with a view
of purchasing timber lands from the
territory and located on the even sections In the townships north and south
of the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad company In McKlnley and Valencia counties. It will he remembered that the
American Lumber company purchased
some time ago over 200.oon acres of
timiier lands located upon the odd sections of these townships and constituting part of the land grant made by
tue United States to the old Atlantic.
& Pacific P.allrcad company.
These
lands were purchased from the railroad company quite a number of years
ago by Mitchell Brothers, Michigan
lumber men, at a very low figure, and
tnereafter sola to the American Lumber company at a handsome advance.
The company was organized with a
capital stock of $8,000,000 and Is now
preparing to commence active operations for the cutting of the millions of
feet of valuable tlmlier on the lands
purchased. The company must have
vt.o even sections ot land contiguous
to the odd sections owned by them and
this is plain for obvious reasons. The
territory owns quite a large amount
of land belonging ' y various territorial
institutions which under the law. ra
be disposed 01 at a minimum price c,
$3 per acre to applicants In amount",
not to exceed 160 acres to each oort-cait will be an excellent
for the territorial land board to procure a good price for the land wanted
ity this gigantic corporation.
More
than likely application for the purchase of thousands oi acres of this
land will be submitted to the territorial land board at its next mc::hly
meeting in February.
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of Bottled
1
Sold in 1902
This vastly exceeds any other American brewery and is a greater
output than that of the combined breweries of Pilsen,
Bohemia, or the three largest breweries in Germany.
m
y
0
The phenomenal success of the AnheuserBusch Brewing Associa
tion, by rar the youngest ot the large brewing plants of ihi s
country, is attributable to the use of the very best materials,
the most modern methods of production and the courte-- "
ous treatment of customers and the general public.

meetings during the winter open to the
public and made as attractive and instructive as possible. The following
resolution was unanimously adopted,
and it is believed it will result in interesting entertainments.
Resolved, That the executive committee be requested to arrange for public meetings with addresses or papers,
to take place during the session of the
legislatuio.

Annual Officers Elected County Vice
..r
Presidents Named.
The New Mexico Historical society
held its annual meeting last Friday
Railroad Time Tables evening at the office of Colonel George
W. Knaebel, in Santa Fe. Hon. L. B.
Prince presided and W. M. Berger was
secretary. The amendments to the by
laws offered at a previous meeting
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's
were acted upon favorably and about
fifty new members were elected rep- Stomach and Liver Tablets at all drug
resenting all parts of the territory. stores. They are easier to take and
The purchase of a number of rare his- more pleasant In effect than pills.
toric books was reported. The list In- Then their use is not followed by concludes the Inistory of the Chichime-que- s stipation as is often the case with
(who antedated the Aztecs) by pills. Regular size, 25 cents per box.
the Indian prince, Ixtlilochitl, In two
Taken to the Asylum.
volumes; Nadaillac's Prehistoric AmBias Sanches and Frank Vigil
(In Effect Nov. 1, 1902.)
erica and the two leading works on the brought
In from Mora to Las Vegas,
Spanish conquest by Garcillaso de la ' Frank Huctner,
who was taken there
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
to
Vega.
was
drawn
also
Attention
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
from watrous surrering wnn a nau
Interesting
large
very
number
of
the
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
of the week.
mu- case of insanity, the first
No. S, California Limited .... 10 : 60 a.m. articles recently acquired for the
Huetner has been running the hotel at
pottery,
including
baskets,
seum
rare
LEAVE GOINO NORTH.
Watrous. He became violently insaae
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m. ancient Implements, etc.
last week and was placed In tue Mora
was
The
of
officers
annual
election
p.m.
4,
Chicago
Limited
11:55
No.
county Jail. Not becoming any better
Presias
held
follows:
and
resulted
Express
7:30p.m.
Chicago
N0.8,
was decided to bring him to Las
dent, L. B. Prince; vice president, W. I itVegas.
ARRIVES FKUH BUUln.
No. 22. Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m. J. Mills; corresponding secretary, W.
H. Bartlett; recording secretary, W.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
Free Cure for Sick Headache.
11:00 pm M. Berger; treasurer, Gtxrge VV. KnaeNo. 27, Mexico Express
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
bel; curator, Henry Woodruff.
ARRIVE tKUM WbSl.
Tablets are a certain cure for sick
8:05 a.m.
County Vice Presidents Taos, An- headache. If taken as soon as the
No. 2, Atlantic Express
11:45 p.m. tonio Joseph; Rio Arriba, Samuel
No. 4. Chicago Limited
first indication of the disease appears
6:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
Santa Fe, Amado Chaves; San they will prevent the attack. Get a
Miguel, F. A. Manzanares; Guadalupe, free sample at all drug stores and give
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1. California Express.... 8:15 p.m J. G. Clancy; Bernalillo, Joshua 8. them a trial.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m. Raynolds; Valencia, Felipe Chaves;
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m. Dona Ana, John R. DeMier; Chavez,
Dread Pneumonia.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east G. L. Wyllys; Otero, W. A. Hawkins;
The sad intelligence has been conand No. 3 from the west.
Grant, Robert Black.
veyed to Miss Clara Gerhardt, of Las
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
Considerable discussion took place Vegas, of the death of her sister, Caroand they arrive daily.
as to the best method of extending line, at Fort Sumner, of dread pneuLocal freight No. 99, going south the interest in the history of the terri- monia, on January 3. Deceased was
tory and Us vicinity and a strong de- the youngest daughter of Frederick
carries passengers.
,
F. b, MYERS, Agent
sire was evinced to have the monthly Gerhardt, the well known sheepman.
.

.....

t;

1

This Is what you save when you burn
Cerrilloa lump $5.00 per ton. Hahn,
both 'phones.
Want Rural Delivery Service.

Postmaster Walter, of Santa Fe, has

made application and Is urging the establishment
of free rural delivery
routes from Santa Fe to Espanola to
serve Tesuque, Tesuque pueblo, San
Ildefonso, Cuyamonge. Jacona,
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz and Espanola, a total of 3,600 people, and,
another route from Santa Fe to Glor-!et- a
to serve Agua Fria, Clenega. Bonanza, Turquesa, Kennedy, Gallsteo,
Canoncita and Glorleta, a total population of 2,800. The two routes are
feasible and their establishment
would mean the employment of from
four to eight carriers and the employment of a number of teams. It would
also help to make Santa Fe the trading center for the populous and prosperous region, whlcll the two route
would touch as well as the section,
within reach of the routes. Local bn.
nespmen should back Postmaster Wat.
ter by writing to the postofflce department and to Delegate Rodey urging
the establishment of these two routes
or even getting up petitions to that effect. New Mexican.
Ho-bar- t,

BOSTON'S BARBEl. REGULATIONS.

OCT

HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Ail druggists guarantee every bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
will refund tho money to anyone who
s
Is not satisfied after using
of Its contents. This is the best remedy In the world forla grippe, coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough and
Is pleasant and safe to take. It prevents any tendency of a cold to result
pneumonia. All druggists.
two-th'.rd-

Staple and
AVENUE
WEST RAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Lumber Com

nt.

Dealer In

206

FE.

pany Consult Territorial Officials.

S0UIU

1- -2

SANTA

i

She was sick but one week with the
disease, and her sudden taking off has
prostrated the family, who have the
sympathy of a host of friends and ac
qualntances. Deceased was only 14
years of age when the dread summons
called her from the sunshine of this
earth, to a better land, we know.
Dislocated Her Shoulder.
Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
shoulder. She had a surgeon get It
back as soon as possible, but it was
quite sore and pained her very much.
Hur son mentioned that he had seen
Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised
for spralnB and soreness, and she asked him to buy her a bottle of It, which
he did. It quickly relieved her and
enabled her to sle' p, which she had
not done for several days. The son
was so much pleased with the relief it
gave to his mother that he has since
recommended It to many others. For
sale by all druggists.
Mrs.

lation of officers in both the Rebekah
and the subordinate lodge, and to also
partake of the toothsome viands that
were served after the ceremonies. It
Is ueedless to say that full justice was
done the delicious luncheon and a most
pleasant evening was spent, says the
Las Vegas Record.
Following are the officers of the
lodge, who were installed in
their respective offices:
Mrs. J. W. Roberts, noble grand;
W. E. Crltes, vice grand; Mrs. Arthur
Langston, past grand; Mrs. Mary
Wertz, secretary; Mrs. J. M. Shirley,
treasurer; Mrs. M. E. Garlick, warden;
Mrs. F. M. Jones, conductor; Mrs. C. V.
Hedgecock, chaplain; A. J. Wertz, out- slue guard; Mrs. Anderson, Inside
guard; Mrs. Archie Bell and Mrs. B.
Dally, right and left supporter to the
noble grand: Mrs. George Reed and
Mrs. Peter Roth, right and left supporter to the vice grand.
The officers Installed by the subor
dinate lodge wpr th following: J. H
York, noble grand; J. B. Mackel, vice
grand; T. M. El wood, secretary, and
W. E. Crltes, treasurer.
After the refreshments had been
served all present adjourned to their
various homes with the memory of a
very pleasant evening spent.

Removed to Belen.
who for years has been
identified prominently with the live
stock Interests of Watrous, northern
part of New Mexico, has removed to
Belen, where the Santa eF cut off will
cross the Rio Grande. He passed
through this city last Saturday, accompanied by Herbert Tipton, with a
Croup.
complete camping outfit and stock
The peculiar cough which indicates
of good horses, and will open up a cor- croup
is usually well known to the
ral and feed yard down there.
mothers of croupy children. No time
"It was almost a miracle. Burdock should be lost In the treatment of It,
Blood Bitters cured me of a ternuie and for this purpose no medicine has
breaking out all over the body. I am received more universal approval
very grateful." Mips Julia Filbridge, than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Do not waste valuable time In experiWest Cornwell, Conn.
menting with untried remedies, no
Las Vegas Odd Fellows and Rebekahs. matter how highly recommended, but
A large numler of members of both give this medicine as directed and all
oruers gathered In the lodge room of symptoms of croup will quickly
For sale by all druggists.
the Ouu Fellows to itness, the instal

Harry Byers,

dls-pea-

New Social Club.
Social Club"
is the name of a new social and literary organization which was given birth
In Old Town yesterday.
The following officers were elected:
President, S. V. Varela; vice presisecretary,
dent, Francisco Jimlnez;
Frank Coulthard; treasurer, Juan Anexecutive committee,
tonio Garcia;
John Lewis, Juan Castillo, Ambrosio
Armljo, Eduardo Vij1, Placldo O. San
chez; librarian, Charles Stanton; ser
geant at arms, William Brown.
"The

Spanish-America-

n

Don't Worry.
This is easier said than done, yet It
may be of some help to consider the
matter. If the cause is something over
which you have no control It is obvi
ous that worrying will not help the
matter in the least. On the other hand.
if within your control you have only
to act. When you have a cold and fear
an attack of pneumonia, buy a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
use it Judiciously and all cause for
worry as to the outcome will quickly
disappear.
There is no danger of
pneumonia when it is used. For sale
by all druggists.
History Club Program.
The New Mexico History club will
meet In the office of Attorney A. B. Mc- Millen Friday night and carry out the
following program:
The Class Study Eighth chapter of
Bancroft's New Mexico and Arizona.
History of Santa Fe Prof. A. B
Stroup.
The Tlguas and Piros Charles W.
Ward.
Parliamentary Drill W. S. Burke,
leader; H. E. Fox, chairman.
"Cure the cough and save the life."
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures
cough and colds, down to the very
verge of consumption.

Board of Health Orders Sterlization of
All That Barbers Use on Customers.
A special dispatch from Boston, May
5. 1900, to the New
ork'Sun gives as
new regulations of the Boston Board
of Health as to barber shops: "Mugs
shaving brushes and razors shall be
sterlized after each seperate use thereof. A seperate, clean towel shall be
used for each person. Material to stop
the flow of bloou shall be used only In
powerdered form, and applU d on a
towel. Powder muffs are inhibited."
Wherever Newbro's "Herpiclde" is
used for face or scalp after shaving or
hair cutting, there Is no danger as It
is antiseptic, and kills the dandruff
germ.
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
e
10c in stamps for sample to The
Co., Detroit Mich. B. H. Briggs
& Co., special agents.
Her-plcid-

o

Too many goods

are In our store;
too many suits upon our tablcB. Our
green tag sale sells goods galore, because our price cuts are not fables.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Steel, asbestos

lined, cook stoves,

$12.50.

Stove pipe, 20 cents.
Cobler seat, oak rockers, $2.50.
Drop-heasewing machines $18.00.
Wool and wool top mattresses $2.50
and up.
The Duplex, nothing better, $7.50.
Goose and Down pillows, pair, $3.
With thanks to my old patrons and
hoping to make-mannew ones we
wish you a happy and prosperous New
Year.
W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner
Second street and Coal avenue, west
end of viaduct.
d

Subscribe for The Dally Citlien.
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trains while en route from Mexico to
the west. Mr. Bradford Is an old

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

Attorney Nlrtl R Field
to
vi nt
Santa Fe this morning.
Van Cullrn Jours, an rastern newspaper man, Is in the city for his health.
Miss Mabel Fox. tho cashlrr at the
Lion store. Is confined to her liom
with sickness.
Walter W. Spoonor was tho ailmira-plhost to h small party of friends
Saturday nlglit.
Porter Morrow, the Simmons Hardware company's man. has returned
from a trip to Socorro.
Attorney K. V. Chaves was a passon
Rer to Santa Fe this niornhiR. He ex
pects to return tomorrow evening
Conductor Georpp H. Thomas has
returned from a week's visit at Topeka
with his mother, who Is In very poor
health.
J. R. Matsnn and wife, of Troy, N. Y
have returned to the city after a short
visit to I .oh Angeles relatives and
friends.
Hon. Jas. S. Duncan, of Las Vega,
member of the territorial board of
equalization. Is at Santa Fe today, at
tending a meeting of the board.
Hon. J. A, Mahoney, the big hardware merchant of Iteming, and Attor
ney Percy Willson. passed through the
city this morning for Santa Fe.
A. Staab and J. W. Akers, two well
known citizens of Santa Fe, came In
from ths territorial capital last night.
to spend a day in the metropolis.
J. A. Welnmann, mnnager of the
Golden Rule Dry Goods company store.
and wire are enjoying a visit from Mr.
Monday, an old friend from Brooklyn
e

..FULL VALUE..
IN STYLE, COMFORT

AND WEAR

IS WHAT YOU GET IN OUR LINE
OF LADIES' SHOES.

THEY ARE

RIGHT ALL THROUGH, RIGHT
TERIAL,

RIGHT

RIGHT LAST.

f.JA.

WORKMANSHIP,
WE HAVE

THEM

WITH COMMON SENSE, MILITARY,
CUBAN OR FRENCH HEELS, LIGHT

TURN OR

HAND

WELT

SOLES, PATENT

EXTEN-SIO-

LEATHER

OR KID TIPS, IN BOX CALF, VICl
KID OR PATENT KID.

8IZE3 2 TO

8; WIDTH "A" to "E."

$2.50

$3.50

to

WINTER BREAKFA8T8
of buckwheat cakes and molasses are
the housewife's standby. She knows
where. to get the buckwheat flour
here of course and she has the ability
and skill to turn that flour Into delic
ious, steaming hot,
water, golden-browcakes.
Follow
her example and get your buckwheat
flour at Bell's.
n

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

St

Instead of Waiting....
Until the End of the Season, We Offer the Balance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
'
Have Use for Them
Felt Slippers, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather soles, for Men, Women and Children, also Infants' Romeos and carriage boots; all go at cost
to clcse them out. Get your size while they last.
.

T.

MEUNSTERMAN:

Opposite Pcstoffice.

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN.

On dlamonas, wstcnes, etc., or any
goods
Kood security; also househoVi
stored with me; strictly confidential.
HlgheBt cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTKN, 114 Gold avenue
I .

0. W. STRONG

Undertakers
and
Embalmers

CITY .NEWS.

Acorn base burners. The world's
standard. Whitney Comapny,
Look into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
Ires ifleals In the city.
'
urk we are
lb a.exican drasrn
bowing a tg assortment. Albert
avenue.
Faber, S0" "tlC-oaIf you wish to give your gentleman
friend a nice present get a box of Kir-ste- r
Bros.' cigars.
Gentlemen! let as take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Are you looking for something extra
We have
dressy in ladies' footwear
Just received a patent colt 6hoe, with
Cuban heel,
aiat kid top,
round toe, hand turn sole, lace. The
very latest creation of the shoemaker's
art. Price, $3.50, at C. May's Popular
friced Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad
;
avenue.
--

& SONS,

20 Years' Experience In
201-21-

1

this City

North Second St.
BOTH PHONES.

lH-lnc-

proprietor of the
Gillman Employment agency, which
has offices at Kl Paso and mis city,
came up from the Pass City this
morning.
W. Stanford Patterson, who represents, "The Sunland" brand of California fruit juices and preserves, is still
in the city, and Is meeting with success in taking orders.
The Ballut Abyad Temple. A. A- - O.
N. M. S will meet tonight at their
hall on North Third street. Installation. This Is the ladies' annual entertainment and banquet. Invitations have
been sent out.
Mrs. S. Spitz, of Santa Fe, with rela
tives in this city, will leave Saturday
for Denver, where she will attend the
wedding of her niece. Miss Pauline
DreyfiiBs, which will take place there
on the 22d instant.
Hon. W. J. M1113. the chief Justice,
who enjoyed the Sabbath at his home
in Las Vegas, returned to Santa Fe
last night, to be present at the reconvening of the territorial supreme
court there this morning.
W. H. Coleman, of Las Vegas, Is in
the city, and called at The Citizen office. Mr. Coleman was the republican
candidate for legislative honors, in the
lower house. In San Miguel county, but
was defeated. He will contest.
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet
In regular session at the Knights of
Pythias hall Tuesday, January 13.
Meting will be called at promptly 2
o'clock p. m. Initiation. By order of
president.
Temperance
Whitcomb,
secretary.
Mrs. John T. Barraclough, who Is
Jiere on business connected with the
estate of her late deceased husband,
today subscribed $500 toward securing
the right of way and terminals for the
Albuquerque Eastern railway and the
big lumber mills.
Herman A. Buckley and James T.
Downing are a couple of gentlemen
here rom Las Vegas for the purpose
of establishing a district office for the
National Life and Trust company.
They expect to secure office rooms In
the uew Barnett building.
Elsewhere in The Citizen, today. Is
published an Item regarding the organization of the new social club, known
as the Spanish-AmericaSocial club.
The club was not organized In Old
Albuquerque, as stated, but the meeting was held in Ddd Fellows' hall of
this city.
Jo E. Sheridan. United States coal
mine inspector for New Mexico, is at
Santa Fe, arriving from the south Sat-- t
urday. He has during the past week
made a thorough inspection of the coal
mines in Madrid, and will leave Santa
Fe today for Monero to Inspect the
coal mines at that point.
Express Messenger Pepping, who
runs between Albuquerque and Los
Angeles, met with a painful accident
just before his train reached this city
A trunk weighing 200
last night.
pounds fell on his foot crushing It badly. A physician was summonede as
soon as the train reached Albuquer-

mid-winte-

v'- From this date we place on sal.
all our WINTER OVERCOATS,
comprising the latest styles In
all new cuts, at a reduction from
our former low prices of

20
Everyone can afford a good
warm overcoat at this figure.

E. L. WASHBURN

t

There was much doing in Elkdom
Saturday night. The Elks were out in
goodly numbers and the meeting proved to be one of the best in some time
past. Four new candidates were initiated. Tbey were Jesus Romero, Darby E. Day, VV. A. Neal and Dr. W. D.
Radcliffe, of Belen.
Refreshments
followed.
The Grand Army of the Republic and
Woman's Relief Corps will install
their officers for the ensuing year at
Knights of Pythias hall Tuesday eve
ning, at which time the Woman's Relief Corps will also entertain the
Grand Army of the Republic anil fami
lies at a banquet. All old soldiers are
invited to be present.
The last issue of the I'nited States
Journal for Investors published at Boston, contains on the first page a full
page picture of Governor M. A. Otero,
and a brief vut very complimentary
sketch of his life and career. The
sketch particularly praises the ability
with which he lias handled the financial affairs of the territory.
Charles Paxton, the well known
miner and prospector of the Cochitl
district. Is In the city, and was a pleasant caller at this office this morning.
Mr. Paxton says the prospects of the
district were never better, and that
when the New Mexico Northern Hallway company builds its lino Into the
Cochitis, the town of Bland will Immediately take on new life.
Attorney H. L. Bradford, of San
Francisco, spent a couple of hours iu
the city yesterday morning between

Avers

WHENEVER WE
DO CUT PRICES
WE CUT THEM

Hair Vigor
Stops falling hair. Makes

hair grow.

Restores

DEEP. HERE ARE

color. Cures dandruff.
Could you ask anything
more? And it's so economical, too. A little of

it goes

a

A

great ways.

Sold for 60 years,

f

nl.

Attention, G. A. R.
'
A regular meeting of G. K. Warren
post. G. A. R., will be held at KnightB
of Pythias hall Tuesday evening, January 12. at 7 o'clock sham. Installs.
tion of officers. All visiting comrades
coruially Invited to be present. All
comrades of the post earnestly requested to report at 7 p. m. without
fail. Banquet and camp fire at 8 p.
m.
J. W. EDWARDS.
Post Commander.
W. W. McDONALD, Adjutant.

FEWc

GREEN TAG SALE

C. AjreTCo

RESH beef brains, boiled hams,
chipped dried beef, nickled tiles
feet, spring lamb, fat mutton. K. C.
Valuo to Miners.
The International Miners' associa- prJme rib roasts and steaks, farm saution, with headquarters In El Paso, sage, fresh pork, fresh fish. lobsters,
Texas, Is sending out a copy of laws patent case oysters at the SAN JOSE
affecting miners and mining in New MARKET tomorrow.
Mexico and Arizona. The little book
is carefully compounded and is InvalNOTICE.
All persons knowing themselves inuable to the prospector or Investor.
All the points covering mining cases debted to us will please call at our
are thoroughly treated. The associa- store and pay same.
FOSTER MILLINERY CO.
tion is sending out a translation of the
o
mining laws of Mexico and two other
RESH
DRESSED geese. ' fancy
pamphlets, "Security of Foreign Inchickens,
dressed
fresh fish and
vestments in Mexico" and "Advice to
lobsters at the SAN JOSE MARKET
the American Prospector in Mexico," tomorrow.
both of which are of great value to the
Interested mining man.
MUSIC LESSONS FREE.
Hall & Learnard are offering big inW. V. Wolvln, r. T. S., Oental Surto dispose of their stock of
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, G:ar.t ducements
high grade new and second hand orrlock. Dott 'phones.
gans. If it is possible for you to
o
a piano for your boy or girl,
Mrs. Mary Jane Johnson, colored, purchase
whom you desire to Etudy music, you
wants to locate relatives, three sisters, will
have your desires realized by conMinerva, Sarah and Lucy Jones, whom
the following proposition:
she has not seen or heard from since sidering
Hall & Learnard offer to sell their
separation before the war by a slave entire
of new and second hand
sale in Howard county, Arkansas. Mrs. organs, stock
from payments of $3 to $5 per
Johnson, then Jane Jones, after being month, and
the purchaser of every new
sold, was taken to Collins county, Texwithin the next ten days will be
as. She now resides In Albuquerque, organ
given one term of music lessons free.
N. M.
This proposition is worthy of your
i
consideration.

t

"CUTS" on the Prices of Winter Suits
Wonderful Values Every One of Them

All ovr 918 to 22
tuits, now
All our 14 to $17
suits, now
All our S10 to 13
fcuits, now

s13.75
1 1 ,75

-

Queen olives 20 cents pint, ripe
Mott's New York Cider, the pure ives 25 cents pint, stuffed olives
apple Juice, 50" cents the gallon. Try cents
pint. SAN JOSE MARKET.
Sultan brand 'sliced pineapple, 2 lb.
can 25 cents. "SAN JOSE MARKET.
Hall

&

Learnard's sale of exceeding-

ly low priced musical

instruments

P. Parenti & Co,

Is

progressing nicely. Many have taken
advantage of the generosity of the
firm. There is a large stock to select
from, and it Is to your own interests to
call early. If you want a high class instrument that will please your pocket-book- ,
investigate Hall & Learnard's
instruments and prices.
Camembert cheese
SAN JOSE MARKET.

DEALERS IN

BOOTS AND SHOES
All' kinds of repairing
done-

Ben Davis apples, 40 pound box
RAN JOSE MARKET.

30

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

E. J. POST

& CO.

Wholesale
HARDWARE

Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties 7 Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves.
'

iXtttttxat

the Lowest Prices

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

$1.

This Month Only. A beautiful
frame will be given with every
dozen of cabinet photos taken at

niss F. E. Potter's

MONEYIO LOAN

Studio.

On diamonds, watches or any good

115

in watches

WEST GOLD AVE.

guarantees satisfaction

She

A. H. YANOW
209

ol-

SIMON STERN

U3 W. R. R. Ave.

The Whitson MubIc company
will give a 20 per cent discount
on the largest and most complete
line of musical Instruments, In- eluding the best makes of pianos
X
in tlii southwest.

security. Great bargains
of every description.

neatly
best material used. Cour-

-

teous treatment.

25 cents box.

FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,
See Whitcomb, Eighth and TIjeras.

TRY THE

on all work..

South' Second street, a few doors
oith of postoffice.

POSTAL PHARMACY

C. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath of New

FO

Mexico

Curec by the

Science of Osteopathy
Known
All

Diseases

PRESCRIPTIONS

Which are

curable.
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

que.

Overcoats
-

N. Y.
W. II. Glllman,

newspaper man and Is now doing special work for the "Out West" magazine.
Major J. L. Van Doren, of Bluewater,
came In from the west last night. The
major has Just returned from a pleasant visit with relatives and friends In
Los Angeles.
Bearrup Bros., the well known dealers In wool and leather goods, will exhibit a line of their well established
r
leather goods at tho
carnival at El Paso.
The funeral of Scvester Gutierrez,
the young gentleman who died at the
Santa Fe railway hospital last week,
took place from O. W. Strong & Sons'
chapel this morning.
John Payne, Brooks Hale, Jack
I!ca:is (Frigoles), and G. W. Manning
are a party of cowmen here from near
Imtil. N. M. They nre the guests of
David Farr and Charles Chadwlck.
The boys around Sturges' European
corner are telling a good joke on Chas.
Kossl, and It seems they have the
laugh on him this time. It is really a
horse, '.n fact, two horses, on Charley.
Miss Ethel Becker, the pretty daughter of Mrs. O. W. Chrouch. of Isleta.
passed through the city this morning
on her way to Santa Fe. returning to
school there after spending a few
weeks with her" mother.
The child of Mrs. Sol Winert died at
the home In Los Corrales Saturday.
The funeral took piace yesterday. The
child's body was laid to rest in B'nai
B'rith cemetery, where the father and
another child are buried.

Office:

oeooe

21-2- 3

Whiting Block

co-o-o--

E. A. PAQE, Ph. O.

S. VANN & SON,
Proprietors.

Manager.

-

...ALVARADO..,.
A CLEAN

Souvenir Teaspoons, beautiful new die work,
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
Alvarado" ever taken. Gold bowl
ONLY 8 J 50 EACH.

....EVERITT...,
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Railroad Ave
Albuquerque's Leading Jtweler

fx.--

'.

SHAVE

you can always have wnen using
one of our fine tempered steel
razors. Our stock of fine cutlery is all of the best cutting
quality, whether it bo carving
kuives, pocket knives, shears,
We keep nothing
or scissors.
but the best quality, and our
prices have been ground down
as sharp as our cutlery.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

WEST COLD AVENUE.

